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Abstract:
In this review I discusscatastrophes, bi’furcation.c and strange attractors in a non-mathematicalmannerby givingvers simpleexamplesthat still

contain theessenceof the phenomenon.Thesalientresultsof the applicationsof thesenon-linearmethodsin astrophysicsare reviewedaisd include

such diverse phenomenaas solar flares and loop brightenings (catastrophes),formation of binaries and cyclic stellar winds (hifurcations) and the

solarcycle and galactic dynamics(strangeattractors).Emphasisis laid on the unifying conceptof non -linearity in (simple)differential equationsthat

canbe the frameworkfor understandingand predictingsuchdiverse phenomenaas mentionedabove.Finally there is a discussionon the conceptof

intrinsic unpredictabilits’ (as a resultof nisn-linearity).the limit it setSto the useof numericalmodelsand the way it contradictsour intuitive notions

on deterministicsystems.
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1. Introduction

This review will be concernedwith non-lineardifferential equations.Many problemsin physics and
relatedsciencesare describedby differential equationsandmost of them are non-linear.Thereare no
generalmethodsfor solving theseequationsand althoughgreat ingenuity hasbeen deployedin the
treatmentof manytypesof non-linearproblemsmostnon-linearequationsremainunresolved.Also, in
thosenon-linearequationsthat havebeensolvedanalytically thereis a fundamentalbias in the typesof
solutionsthat are found, simply becauseone can only solve analytically thoseproblemsthat can be
solved. Most non-linear problemsare essentially irreducable to integral form and the necessary
numericalsolutionsof thesetypesof problemsexhibit featuresthat haveno counterpartsin integrable
non-linearequations.

In the last few years considerableprogresshas been made with non-linearities. On one hand
analytical methods have been developedthat can extract important information from non-linear
equationswithout actuallysolving them.On the otherhand, the use of computershasled to important
progressin understandingthe nature of the solutions of equationsthat cannot be handledby any
analyticalmethod.Progresshasbeengreatestin the understandingof turbulencein fluid mechanicsand
non-integrableHamiltoniansystemsin statisticalmechanics.The useof thesemethodsis now spreading
into the more peripheralnatural sciences.However, it must he noted that actually some of these
peripheralscienceshaveinitiated the recentdevelopmentsin fluid mechanicsandstatisticalmechanics.
Ecologyhasrevived the interest in differenceequationsand mappings(section4.2), the first strange
attractorcomesfrom the field of meteorology(section4.3) andthe Hénon—Heilessystemof equations
(section4.4) from dynamicalastronomyhasbecomethe standardmodel for the onsetof stochasticityin
statisticalmechanics.

In this review I will discusssomeof the importantdevelopmentsin non-lineardifferentialequations
andI will emphasizethe applicationof thevariousmethodsin astronomy.The methodsof dealingwith
non-linearitiesare presentedin the form of simple examplesthat can be checkedeasily but that still
contain the essenceof the formalism. Thus abstract general theories and lengthy and laborious
calculationsareavoided.Fromthe examplesonemightget the impressionthat non-linearproblemsare
easilysolved.This is not so: computationsin real physicalproblemsare oftenvery complicated.This is
usually a greatdrawbackin studying the underlyingmethods.ThereforeI shall start in a very simple
manner,althoughit may seemoversimplified to experts.

An importantphasein the solutionof a problemthat is ignored in this paperis the model building.
The reasonfor thisis that thereareno generalrules:eachproblemhasits own pecularitiesjustifying an
individual approach.Model building is necessarybecausethe generalequationsdescribinga problem
aregenerallyfar too complicatedto be solveddirectly, evenby computer.

In non-linearmodel building thosenon-linear terms are retained in the simplified equationsthat
describethe non-linearitiesthat arethought to be relevant.Different typesof non-linearmodelsmay be
distinguished:

1. The mathematicalsimulacrum. A set of non-linear equations is used that is known to have
solutionsthat exhibit phenomenathat are similar to what is observed.The model equationsmay have
nothing to do with the actual problem. The purposeof this kind of modelling is merely to show that
non-linearitiesindeedmay lead to solutionsthat behaveas strangelyas the observations.Examples
arethe Rösslerequations(section4.3), the solutionsof which bearstrong analogieswith the resultsof
experimentson turbulence.

2. Ad hoc equations. One starts with the governing equationsand simplifies them using some
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plausibility argumentsaboutthe effects that are going to dominatethe solutions.This modelling is on
somewhatfirmer groundsthanthe previousone, hut still thereis no direct relationbetweentheoriginal
andthe modelequations.Examplesof this are the dynamoequations(section4.5) andthe equationsfor
the plasmain coronal ioops (section3.4).

3. Approximatedequations.The governingequationsare reducedto a simpler form with the use of
some— possiblysevere— approximations.The differencewith the ad hoc equationsis that onecan check
from the resultstheir consistencywith the approximations.Consistentresultsare valid solutionsof the
governingequations,but the model probably doesnot describeall possiblesolutions.

In the following I shall deal with threemain aspectsof the solutionsof non-linearequations.These
arecatastrophes(section2), bifurcations(section3), andstrangeattractors(section4). Emphasisis laid
upon their applicationsin astronomy.Solitonswill not he discussedin this papersincetherearealready
so manyapplicationsof soliton theory in astrophysicsthat this would require a review of its own.

2. Catastrophe theory

2.1. Theory

Catastrophetheory is not so much a theory as a conceptualframework. Many of its resultsare not
new, but the way they are put together makes the conceptiona very transparentone, that is easily
understoodand applied in all sorts of fields, also outside that of the physical sciences.For some
examplesof theseapplicationsI referto a book with selectedpapersby Zeeman[1~,a popularpaperby
the same author [21and a book by Poston and Stewart [3] with many physical examples.For the
topologicalfoundationsof the theory I refer to a book by Thom [4], the inventorof catastrophetheory.

Catastrophetheory applies to thosesituationswhere gradually changingparameterslead to sudden
changesin the variables.Dependingupon the number of parametersand variables in the problem
concerneda number of elementarycatastrophesmay occur. Here I will only be concernedwith the
simple ~cusp’catastrophe,for two changingparametersandonevariable. In most astrophicalexamples
this is then furtherreducedto a ‘fold’ catastrophewith only one parameter.

Considera systemdescribedby the following differential equation

x=bx—x3+p (2.1.1)

wherex is thederivativeof x with respectto time. In this expressiontherearetwo parameters,of which
one (b) will be kept constant,(the reasonfor introducingb will becomeapparentin section3.1). The
other parameter(p) is assumedto vary on a time scalethat is largerthanthe typical time scalefor x to
reachits staticequilibrium. The staticequilibria of (2.1.1)are characterizedby .~ = 0 andthe solution is
given by

p=x~—bxe. (2.1.2)

The solution is displayedgraphicallyin fig. 2.1 for b > 0. For b <0 thereis only one p for agiven Xe; a
situationthat I shall not beconcernedwith in this section.By a simplegraphicaltransformationfig. 2.2
is obtained,which depictsthe staticsolution xe as a function of the parameterp. Note that for certain
values of p thereare multiple solutionsfor Xe.
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Fig. 2.1. The solutionof eq. (2.1.2). Fig. 2.2. The catastrophepicture of eq. (2.1.2).

The stability of the static solution may be investigatedby the usual methodof first order pertur-
bationsto the staticsolutions.The resulting linear differentialequationfor the perturbationE = x — Xe

is

~=(b~3x~)e. (2.1.3)

Thus the solutionsare stablefor kel > \/b/3 andunstablefor lXeI <Vb/3. The stability at lXeI = Vb/3
dependson higher order terms.The pointcan be provedto be unstablein this case.The unstablestatic
equilibria aredotted in fig. 2.2. Now, for given valuesof b andp anda given initial valueof x onemay
follow the evolutionof x without explicitly solving eq. (2.1.1). At any given point the direction of the
evolution, that is the sign of i, can easily be calculated.This direction is indicatedby the arrowsin fig.
2.2. Theequilibrium curve,definedby ~ = 0 dividesthe regionswith ~ <0 and~ > 0. It is alsoevident
that there are no runawaysolutions—i.e.solutionswith IxI—~—becausefor large xI the non-linear
term in (2.1.1)dominates.

After acertaintime all solutionsmustconvergeto oneof the two branchesof stablestaticequilibria.
Now, supposethat p changes— as a result of someprocessthat is not incorporatedin eq. (2.1.1)— on a
timescalethat is largecomparedto the timescaleon which x reachesits equilibrium. A small change~p
in p (seefig. 2.2)will tendto drivex from its equilibrium, but thisis immediatelyfollowed by thereturn
of x to its equilibrium (i~xin fig. 2.2) in a time that is muchshorterthanthe timescalefor the changein
p.

Hence any excursionfrom equilibrium driven by the changein p is immediatelyrestoredandx will
remaineffectively on its equilibrium curveduring the variation in p. However, this is impossibleat the
turningpointsof the curveXe(P) andtheresomethingspecialwill happen:a catastrophe.

For instance,assumethat x is on theupperbranchof the equilibrium curveandthat p decreases.As
the turningpoint Xe = \/b/3 is reachedstability is lost andx can only follow the arrowsandevolve on a
short timescaletowardsthe lower equilibrium branch.This transitionwill appearas a catastrophe,an
almost discontinuouschange.Supposenow that p startsto increaseagain. Then a secondcatastrophe
will occur at Xe = —\/b/3. Note that in the region where there are multiple solutions for x (I~I<
2(b/3)312)thereis hysteresisin the solutionsfor changingp: x “remembers”whereit camefrom.
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This simple exampleshowstwo things:
I. Catastrophicor almost discontinuouschangesof a certainvariable in a i~hysicalsystemas a jesuIt

of a gradual change in an external force— or parameter— may’ he modeled within a framework of
smoothequilibrium surfacesof the physical variable that contain turning points and thereforemultiple
solutionsfor somevalues of the external force.

2. This framework makesit possibleto explain thetime dependentbehaviourof the variablewithout
actually solving its evolution equation.In many applicationsonemay not evenknow the full evolution
equations,but only the equilibrium surfaces,the direction of the arrowsandsomerelevanttime scales.

In the languageof catastrophetheory the parameterthat varies gradually is called the ‘control’
parameterandthe variable that undergoesdiscontinuouschanges,the “behaviour” variable.

Before I proceedto some applications in astronomy I will explore point 2 somewhatfurther and
show that in manycasesit is not evennecessaryto makea full stability analysis.

Supposethat one knows the equilibrium curvesfor a problem. The p.X -spaceis divided into two or
moreregionsby thesecurves.Supposethat onealso knowsthe direction of the evolutionarrowsat one
point in eachregion of the p,x-space.Then the evolution arrowsmusthave the same direction in each
region as the onearrow that is known,since an evolutionarrow can only changesign at the equilibrium
curves, where x~= (I. A branchof the equilibrium curve is only stablewhen the arrowsat both sides
point towards it. Thereforeat every turning point of the equilibrium curve the stability must change
sign. However, this is only strictly true for one behaviourvariable.

The situationis more complicatedwhen there is more than one ~hehaviour’variable. In particular
one mustbe very carefulwhen one hasa behaviourvariablethat is indicative for a whole function. 101’

examplethetotal magneticenergyof amagneticfield in a certainpart of space.In adiagrani displaying
the value of this variable as a function of some parameterinstability may only becomeworse at a
turning point, i.e. one eigenmodemore becomesunstableat that point. Here a full stability analysisis
needed.An exampleof such a situation is given in the next section.

2.2. Applicationsin astronomy

A clearexampleof the useof catastrophetheory in astronomyis the Van Tend and Kuperusmodel
[5, 61 for the filament eruptionthat — probably— causesthe solar flare phenomenon.

A filament (see photo 1) appearsdark in comparisonwith the surrounding corona becausethe
plasmain it is denserand cooler than that of the corona (T 2 x lO~K and n~ lot cm’ versus
T 2 x 106 K andn~ 3 x 10°cm3for the coronain an active region). Van TendandKuperusmodel a
filament as an electric current in the corona. The magnetic field lines around the currelit inhibit
conductiveheatingof the plasmainside thefilament by the surroundingcoronalplasmaandsupportthe
extra weightof the matter inside the filament. Kuperusand Van Tend show that becauseof the large
inertia of the photospherethe current cannotpenetrateinto it andthereforethe circuit is closed by a
surfacecurrentat the photosphericboundary.This surfacecurrentmay be representedby an equivalent
‘mirror’-current in the photosphere.

The positionof the filament is determinedby threeforces:
1. The currentself-stress.It is well known that a closedcurrent circuit wants to expand.in this case

this resultsin an upwardforce on the filament becauseof the large inertia of the photosphere.
2. The mass-excessin the filament comparedto its surroundingsbrings about a downwardgravita-

tional force.
3. Thereis an overall potentialfield in the coronawith its sourcesitì the neighbouringsunspotsthat

gives rise to a Lorentz force on the filanient. For the configurationsof interestthis force is downward.



___________________ If

Photo I. The filament eruption of the flare of May 16, 1981 as observedby the 53cm Nikolsky type Coudé coronograph of DebrecenObservatory in
Hungary. The time of observation of the series of photographs is in UT and the wavelength of observation is given relative to the Ha centre
(6563A).

0a) 7:34. Ha+ I A;0b) 7:58. Ha+ IA; c) 8:02, Ha+0.5A: d) 8:02. Ha —0.5 A: e) 8:07, Ha +0.SA: f) 8:07, Ha—OS A: g) 8:1(1.
Ha + 0.5 A; h) 8:26,Ha + IA. The filament is the dark elongatedabsorptionfeature just left of the centre of the figure. The filament waslocatedin
active region Hale No. 17644at 23°from the disk Centre. Assuminga strict vertical ascent its increasein height could be calculatedfrom the apparent
displacement: from 7:57 to 8: 12 its height increasedfrom 24000 to 62 000 km and at 8:10the X-ray emission(observedby other instruments) started
increasing. Thisfilament eruption atthe Onset oftheflare isconsistentwith the VanTend andKuperusscenario[51.From F. Fárnik. B. Kálmán et al. [1171.
Courtesy of Solar Physicsand B. Kálmán.
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Fig. 2.3. Thecatastrophepicture for the filament eruptionin the VanTendand Kuperusmodel [5. 6]. Front Van Tend [6]. Courtesyof the C.N.R.S.

and the author.

For a given current I Kuperusand Van Tendcalculatethe equilibrium height h of the filament and
the stability of the configuration. Figure 2.3 gives theseequilibrium configurationstogetherwith the
evolution arrows. One immediately recognizesthe catastrophepicture. As the current— the control
parameter— gradually increasesthe filament will rise and finally lose equilibrium at the end of the
brancha anderuptto a new stablestateon branchy. Thesefilamenteruptionsareactuallyobservedin
the solar coronaat the onsetof solar flares andthe energyreleasedis of the orderof the flare energy.
The sequenceof picturesin photo 1 showsan exampleof a filament eruption.

The Van Tend and Kuperus model is phenomenologicalin the sensethat they do not give— or

attemptto give— a full solutionof the MHD equationsthat governthe coronalmagneticfield. For more
than 10 years now solar physicists have been trying to derive analytically or numerically multiple
solutionsto the MHD equationsthat describethe coronalmagneticfield. Oncethesemultiple solutions
areestablishedthe task is to find catastrophictransitionsby slowly varying the photosphericboundary
conditionsof the coronal magneticfield. It is evident from the descriptionof the filament eruption
abovesuchcatastrophesarevery well suited to explain solar flares,which as the observationsindicate
derive their energyfrom a suddenrearrangementof the coronalmagneticfield.

Low [7] hasrecentlygiven an excellentreviewof the largeamountof work that hasbeendonealong
theselines.The basic problemhe describesis as follows. Becauseof the dominanceof the magnetic
pressureover the gaspressurein active regionsin the corona,the magneticfield mustbe evolving on a
very fast time scale (the MHD time scale,which is of the order of the dimensionof the region of
interestdivided by the Alfvén speed;a few secondsundertypical coronalconditions)or it must bein a
force-freestategovernedby (B is the magneticfield)

(VxB)xB=0 (2.2.1)

V•B=0. (2.2.2)

The electriccurrents(J = (1/41T)V x B) carry the free energynecessaryto fuel aflare.
Becauseof the well-known ‘frozen-in’ conditionof astrophysicalplasmasthe field lines areanchored

in the photospherewhere the gas pressuredominatesover the magnetic pressureand hence the
footpoints of the coronal field lines are forced to follow the photosphericmotions. The coronal
magneticfield readjustsvery quickly to thesegenerallyslow changesin footpoint positionsand hence
the field evolutionis essentiallya sequenceof force-freeequilibria havingthe sametopology aslong as
thereis no field reconnection.

In termsof catastrophetheory thephotosphericboundaryconditionsrepresentthe control variables
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and the coronal magnetic field structure is the behaviourvariable. A necessarycondition for the
occurrenceof catastrophictransitionsin that the sequenceof force-freeequilibria containsa turning-
point (or end-point), which is in principle possible becauseof the non-linearity of the force-free
equations(2.2.1)and(2.2.2).

Low [7] in his reviewpaperindeedgives somecompletelyanalytical examplesof such topologically
invariant sequencesof force-free equilibria. However, despite these important achievementsthe
problemstill doesnot seemto be settledsatisfactorilybecausethe constructedexampleseithercontain
unphysicalsingularitiesor theturning-pointscannotbereachedmerelyby footpoint motions,that is the
turning-pointscan only be approachedasa limit by infinite footpoint displacements.

A seriouslimitation to the useof catastrophetheory in solving the flare problemis further that it is
not possibleto predict exactly to which new equilibrium configuration the magneticfield will evolve
sincethe impulsiveheatingof the plasma— which is characteristicof flares— requiresthe dissipationof
currentsand thereforea temporaryviolation of the force-free and frozen-in conditionsof the field.
Without going into the details of the time dependentMHD equationsit seemsdifficult to predict just
how much current is going to be dissipatedand thusconsiderationof (sets of) equilibria alone— as in
catastrophetheory— doesnot give an answerto the questionhow muchenergyis releasedin the flare.
There is an obviousupper limit howeverto the amountof energyreleasedin a flare and that is the
differencein energycontentof thefield beforethecatastropheandthat of apotentialfield satisfyingthe
sameboundaryconditions. (The potential field is the configurationwith minimum energyfor given
boundaryconditions.)

The solar coronais alsothe settingfor two othercatastrophictransitionswhich occur in the thermal
structureof so-calledcoronalloops.Coronalloopsarethe loop-likestructuresthat areclearlyvisible in
X-ray pictures of the solar corona (see photo 2). The plasma in theseloops is much denserand
somewhathotterthanthat of the surroundingcoronaandthis makesthem radiatemore intensively in
X-rays,sincethe radiativelossesfor an optically thin plasmaat coronaltemperaturesincreasewith the
squareof the density.Elementaryconsiderationsshow that theremust be local mechanicalheatingto
makeup for the radiative lo~ses.

Conductionof heatacrossthe field lines is greatly inhibited,but the conductivity along the field is
very large for a plasmaat coronaltemperatures.This leads to a one-dimensionaldescriptionof the
energybalanceof the plasmain which threetermsdominate:heating,conductionandradiativelosses.
Solutionof the staticenergybalance— as was first doneby Rosner,TuckerandVaiana[8]— leadsto two
so-calledscalinglaws

Tmax 1400(PL)”3 [c.g.s.] (2.2.3)

EH 105P716!L5~’6 [c.g.s.]. (2.2.4)

Here Tmax denotesthe maximumtemperaturein the loop, L the half-length of the loop, EH the local
heatingrate (assumedto be constantover the loop) and P the pressurethat is also assumedto be
constantbecauseat typical loop temperatures(‘=2 x 106K) the pressurescaleheight is largerthan the
typical loop height.The temperaturestructurein the ioop is that of a nearly isothermalhot part in the
coronaboundedby two sharptransitionregionsat the footpointswherethe temperaturedropswithin a
few hundredkilometersto about20000K (for comparison:a typical valuefor L is 30000km).

Hood and Priest [9, 10] while performingnumericalcalculationson the temperaturestructureof
coronalloops, first noted that thereexists the possibility of a second,relatively cool (T 20 000K)
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Photo2. The Sun in X-rays on November27, 1973 1:44UT. Thts picture ts a 64 sec exposurewtth the soft X-ra~telescopeSO V aboardSkylab,
taken througha filter with abandpassof 2—32, 44—54A. North is towardsthe upperright corner.Clearl~sisthleare a few active regions,wherethe
magnetic field has brokenout thesolar interior. Thereare severalloop-like structuresvisible that are somewhatless bright thanthe active regions
themselves.Note for examplethesetof loopsbeneaththe largeactive region just left of the centreof the disk The X-raysare causedby optically
thin thermalradiationfrom a plasmawith a temperatureof afew million degreesanda denstt, of iO~ lOIS cnt . The plasmain the loops is heated
by the dissipation of currentswhich are generatedand maintainedby electrodynamiccoupltng with the underlying photosphere(lonson [14]).
Courtesyof theSolarPhysicsGroup,American Scienceand Engineering.Inc.. Cambridge.Massachusetts02139. US A

equilibrium in whichheatinglocally balancesradiativeloss andin which conductionplays no role. Using
alternativelythe loop length,the amountof heatingandthe pressurein the loop as ~control’variables
Hood and Priestshowedthe occurrenceof catastrophictransitionsbetweenthe ‘hot’ and‘cool’ statesof
coronal loops.

Martensand Kuin [11] pointed out that the assumptionof constantpressureis not correct for the
coolloopsand that consequentlythe pressureof the loop cannotbe usedas a control variable— because
it is not an independentvariable—andthat changesin the heatingrate neither trigger catastrophes.A
catastrophictransition from the ‘cool’ to the ‘hot’ state remainspossiblehoweveras the height of the
top of the loop in the coronasurpassesa certainthresholdvalue.The loop geometryis determinedby
the magneticfield so it is the evolutionof the latter that triggersthe thermalcatastrophe.

The thermalequilibrium in the ‘cool’ loops is determinedby energybalanceand pressurebalance.
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resp.

EH= P~(T) (2.2.5)

‘226
Pdh 2RT

The same symbols as in (2.2.3 and 4) are used.EH is assumedconstantfor simplicity. ~(T) is the
radiative loss function for an optically thin plasma of solar composition at constant pressure,as
calculatedby McWirther et al. [12] and Raymondet al. [13] (seefig. 2.4). h is the height abovethe
transitionregion,g is the gravitationalaccelerationandR is the gasconstant.

Eq. (2.2.5)determinesa relationbetweenpressureandtemperaturein the loop that may be usedto
drawan equilibrium curve in a F, T-diagram,fig. 2.5. This curvecontainsaturningpointcorresponding
to a sharppeakin radiation lossesat about 20 000K (seefig. 2.4). Eq. (2.2.6) merely expressesthe
well-known fact that the pressurein the loop decreasesas the height increases.There is howevera
minimum pressurefor thermalequilibrium as fig. 2.5 indicatesandwhen the top of the loop surpasses
the height correspondingto that pressurethe ‘cool’ equilibrium is no longer possiblebecausethermal
equilibrium andpressurebalancecannotbesatisfiedat the sametime. The plasmain the loop will heat
up sinceEH> ER at the top andthis decreasesthe radiation loss andmakesthe plasmaheatup further.
There is no newequilibrium at higher temperaturesbetweenheatingandradiation lossesandtherefore
the temperatureincrease continues until another term comes into play in the energy balance:
conduction.The new equilibrium configuration betweenheating,conduction and radiative losses is
indicatedin the figure. This is the hot loop describedby the scalinglaws (2.2.3)and(2.2.4).

Thecatastrophepictureof fig. 2.5 is that of an imperfectcatastrophe:a catastrophemay be predicted
but the new equilibrium is not describedby the sameequationsas heatconductionbecomesimportant
andthereforecannotbe indicatedby continuationof the equilibrium curve in the figure.

Changesin the lengthor magneticfield strength(resp.L andB) of a coronal loop may also lead to

T ER~E
______________________ “CONDUCT~NZONE M

2 ___ Mcwhirteretal.

IogXtT) Raymond et al. 6 .~ 4....9.... — — —

logT EHR\

~ logTtK) ~J_2 -1 Ol~p

Fig. 2.4. The radiation loss curve for an optically thin plasma at Fig. 2.5. The log P—log T diagram for 1oop models with constant
constantpressure.~(T)is expressedin cm

3erg~sec’. From Martens heatingper Unit volume,EH = 4 x iO~ergcm3sec_t.The drawnline
and Kuin [ill, is the curvewhere the heatingequalsradiative losses.The radiative

loss curveof Raymondet al. [131is used.The stablecool loops lie
along the lower branch of the drawn curve. The solution for ‘hot
coronal loops’ is also indicated.The dots in both solutionsrepresent
points in the loopat equaldistances.From Martens andKuin [111.
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catastrophictransitionsbetweendifferent ‘hot’ statesof theloop plasma.Theheatingof theseloopshas
recentlybeendescribedby lonson[141in termsof electrodynamiccouplingbetweenthe loop structure
and the underlyingphotosphere.lonson showsthat thereis a close mathematicalanalogybetweena
coronalloop and an LRC circuit with a high quality factor. The footpointsof the loop are anchoredin
the photosphericplasmaandbecauseof the high density therethey are forced to follow photospheric
motions. StandingMHD waveswith a period equalto the resonanceperiod of the loop build up as a
resultof periodic footpoint motions until the wave energyentering the loop is matchedby the energy
dissipatedin it, which causesthe heatingof the plasma.The resonancefrequency of a loop is given by
the time it takesfor an Alfvén waveto travel from onefootpoint to the otherandback— after reflection
at the photosphericboundary.Thus

VA B
— (2.2.7)

4L 8Vi~5L

where ji is the meandensity in the loop.
Fromthe energyavailablein thephotospherethe loop picks out onesmallfrequencyinterval around

the resonancefrequencyandabsorbsall the energyin that band andno energyat otherfrequencies—
just as an LRC circuit. The heating rate doesnot dependon the bandwidth of absorption,a feature
which is alsoknownfrom LRC circuits. it dependson the photosphericpowerspectrumin thefollowing
way (lonson [14] eq. 61)

EH(v)’= 1013S(v)/L2 [ergcm3sect] (2.2.8)

whereS(r’) is the photosphericpowerspectrum.Working backfrom theobservationsof magneticfield,
temperatureand density in hot coronalloops, lonson found that the power spectrummust havetwo
definite peaks,one at the frequencyof the chromosphericthree minute oscillation and one at the
convectiveturn-overtime (=800sec). Loops with the correspondingresonancefrequenciesarestrongly
heatedand therefore clearly visible in X-rays, while loops at different resonancefrequenciesare
observedto be somewhatcooler andmuchfainter.

Martensand Kuperus[15,16] use the definition of resonancefrequency(2.2.7), the gas law and the

scaling laws (2.2.3 and 4) to expressthe overall radiation lossesin a hot loop as a function of the
resonancefrequencyalone,with the loop length andmagneticfield strengthas externalparameters

730B712
ER(v)’= L1514t?’2 [ergcm3Sec_ti . (2.2.9)

It is easily shown that there cannot be an appreciableconductive flow across the chromospheric
boundaryof a hot loop in a staticsituation(e.g. Martensand Kuin [11]) and thereforethe loops are
effectively thermally insulated.Thermal equilibrium is then reachedwhen the overall heatingbalances
the overall radiation loss sinceconductiononly displacesenergywithin the loop. Thus

E~(i.’)= E~(~) (2.2.10)

defines the overall thermal equilibrium of a hot coronal loop: conductionis important in the local
energybalancebut for the loop as a wholeall the heatingmust be radiatedaway.
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Both observationsand numericalcalculationsshow that when out of thermalequilibrium, the loop
plasmaevolvesaccordingto the ‘evaporation/condensation’scenario(Krall andAntiochos [17], Craig
andMcClymont [181).

According to this scenarioa rise in coronaltemperatureleadsto an excessconductiveflux into the
transition region. This flow reachesthe baseof the transition region but cannotpenetrateinto the
chromospherebecauseof the low thermalconductivity there.Whathappensis that a layerat the base
of the loop is heatedup impulsively to coronaltemperaturesandthat thismaterial is thenredistributed
over the loop. The resultingincreasein meanloop densitycausesan increasein radiative lossesanda
subsequentreturn to equilibrium by radiativecooling.

The opposite occurs when the loop temperaturefalls below its equilibrium value. Now the
conductiveflow into the transitionregion becomestoo small to keepit radiating statically and some
material must cool down: condensation.The resulting decreasein density leads to a decreasein
radiativelosses,heatingup of the loop plasmaanda return to equilibrium.

Without this coupling between coronal and chromosphericplasma the coronal plasmawould be
radiatively unstablebecauseat coronal temperaturesa temperatureincreaseleadsto adecreasein
radiativelossesandvice-versa.

The ‘evaporation/condensation’scenariomaybe formalizedwith the expression

dj5/dt —~EH — ER (2.2.11)

where-~ denotesequality of sign. Noting the relationbetween~5and r’, eq. (2.2.7), I may write

dp/dt-= ER(v)— EH(p) (2.2.12)

which defines the direction of the evolution arrows in fig. 2.6. The external parameterin this
catastrophepictureis LIB2.
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Fig. 2.6. The equilibrium resonancefrequencyof a coronal loop as a function of theparameterloop length divided by magnetic field strength
squared.WhenLIB2 changesslowly compared to the radiative coolingtime of the 1oop plasmathe loop evolvesalong the curve of thermal equilibria
until oneof theturning-pointsis reached:thena thermalcatastropheoccursof thetype that is indicatedin thefigure. From MartensandKuperus
[15].
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Two catastrophesare possible,which lead to changesin the resonancefrequencythat imply changes
in the heatingrateof abouta factor 8. Thereforea slow increasein the loop length or a slow decreasein
magneticfield strengthcan lead to a suddenincreaseof heatingand consequentlyof X-ray emissionof
the loop. The mostprobable time scalefor this transition is the thermaltime scale(the thermalenergy
contentof the loopdivided by thetotal heatingrate) which is about20 minutesfor typical solarcoronal
loops. This is just what hasbeenobservedin Skylab X-ray moviesas photo 3 shows. SeeHoward and
Svestka[19] for a description.

The reversecatastrophe—thesuddendisappearanceof bright X-ray loops—hasalso beenobserved
(e.g. Levine andWithbroe [201)andwas named ‘loop evacuation’ becausethe plasmain the loop was
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Photo3. Skylab X-ray observationsof the brighteningof two coronal loops. The X-ray image wasrecordedby theS-054 telescopewith a 16 sec
exposuretaken through a filter having a bandpassof 2—32, 44—54A. These loop brighteningsare consistent with the scenario for thermal
catastrophesin resonantlyheatedcoronal loops of Martensand Kuperus [151.From Solodynaet al. [118].Courtesyof the SolarPhysicsGroup,
American Scienceand Engineering,Inc., Cambridge,Massachusetts02139, U.S.A.
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observedto be falling into the chromospherewhen cooling (due to loss of buoyancy).The 20 minutes
durationof the eventsis confirmed by the observations(e.g. photo 3) andalsoby recentcalculationsof
MartensandKuin [21]who useda time dependentformalism to describethe loop plasmainsteadof the
staticscaling laws.

Froma completelydifferent field comesthe work of Hut [22]on the dynamicalevolutionof a binary
systemunder the influenceof tidal forces. Hut usesthe fact that the total angularmomentumof the
binary systemis rigorously conservedandthat its total energycannotbut decreaseunderthe influence
of tides. In thisway the equilibrium solutionsfor the binary andthedirection of the evolutionarrowsof
the system can be found without the need to solve—or even write down—the detailed evolution
equations.Only sequencesof equilibrium configurationsneedto be considered.For the restrictedcase
of a circular coplanarorbit, the situation is nicely condensedin one drawing,fig. 2.7. The starsmust
move on a line of constantL (total angularmomentum)andthe equilibria andevolution arrowsas a
resultof tidal interactionareindicated, a is the distancebetweenthe stars. Clearly only for a limited
numberof initial valuesstablecoplanarandcorotatingsolutionsarepossible.Stabilityonly occurswhen
the orbital angularmomentumexceedsthe sum of the spin angularmomentaby morethan a factor of
about three. Unstableorbits lead to coalescenceof the binariesor to disruption due to the strong
centrifugalforces in the starsas a —~0.

A final example of ‘catastrophysics’is the gravothermalcatastropheof Antonov [23] and Lynden-
Bell andWood[24] that hasbeenrecentlyextendedby Katz [25]andDemaretet al. [26].The thought
experimentoriginally conceivedby Antonov [23] is asfollows: considera largenumberof masspoints
(stars)moving inside a perfectly reflecting spherewith a given radius.The gas(of stars)in the sphereis
consideredto beisothermalbecausethetime scalefor conductiveenergytransportis much smallerthan
the time scale for the changein any externalparameter.The only relevantinteractionbetweenthe
particlesis their mutualgravitationalattraction.Antonov considereda seriesof equilibriafor the gasin
the sphereswith constanttotal massandenergy(gravitationalpotentialplus thermal)andvarying radius
and found that gravitational collapse takesplace when the radiussurpassesthe critical value R~=
0.355GM2/(—E) where M is the total mass of the particles, E the energyof the gas and G the
gravitationalconstant.As the particlescondensein the centreof the spherethe temperatureof the gas
increasesindefinitely. This processis only stoppedwhen the presentdescriptionof the gasis not valid
anymore (e.g. becauseradiative lossescomeinto play). This result was extendedby Lynden-Bell and

0 aCr a

Fig. 2.7. Angular momentum versusdistancefor coplanar binaries in a circular orbit. The arrows indicate the evolution of the binary system under
tidal friction. This figure is from Hut [221.Courtesy of Astronomy and Astrophysics and the author.
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Fig. 2.8. inverse temperatureversustotal energyfor isothermalspheresof Constantmass and volume. h is the ratio betweenthe density in the
centreand that at thesurface of thesphere.At h = 709 thefirst eigenmodebecomesunstable and at subsequentturning-pointsmore and more
modesfollow. This figure is from Katz [25].Courtesyof Monthly Notices andthe author.

Woodby alsoconsideringa ‘plastic’ sphere(i.e. a spherein pressureequilibrium with its surroundings)
and spheresin a ‘heath bath’ that keep the same temperatureinstead of constant energy. The
catastrophepicture, fig. 2.8 giving a seriesof equilibria for a spherewith constantmassandvolume and
varying total energy,showsthat this gravothermalcatastrophehasatopology that is different from that
of the examplesabove. Here the “behaviour” variable (Tt) is indicative of a whole function: the
densitydistribution within the sphere.The sequenceof thermalequilibria, starting at h = 1, is stable
until it loses stability at the first turning-point (h = 709). At the secondturning-point (h = 4.5 x 10~)a
secondeigenmodeof the linear differential equationsdescribingsmallperturbationsof the equilibrium
state becomesunstable and hence the sequenceof equilibria remainsunstable. This continuesad
infinitum: at each turning-pointonemoreeigenmodebecomesunstable.

This exampleis a demonstrationof the caution that has to be takenwhen the behaviourvariable
representsa whole function. In that casea turning-pointdoesnot imply interchangeof stability.

3. Bifurcations

3.1. Ordinary bifurcations

Let usconsideragainthe modeleq. (2.1.1). Now I allow for variationsin b and takep = 0:

x=bx—x3. (3.1.1)

For all valuesof b this equationhasthe staticsolutionx = 0 andfor b > 0 therearetwo othersolutions,
x~.= ±Vb.Using the methodof first orderperturbationsit is immediately found from (3.1.1) that the
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solutionx = 0 is stablefor b ~ 0 andunstablefor b > 0. For thesolutionsIx~= onefinds (e = X — Xe)

= —2eb (3.1.2)

which implies stability. Theseresultsaresummarizedin the bifurcation diagram fig. 3.1. Just as in the
previoussectionthe arrowsindicate thedirection of theevolution.As b increasesslowly comparedwith
the time scaleneededfor a solutionto reachthe equilibria curvethe solutionwill remainon this curve
(just as in the examplefor catastrophes).At b = 0 thestatic solution changesits characteras is evident
from fig. 3.1. This exampleis about the simplest that can be given for a bifurcation. A bifurcation is
always connectedwith the loss of stability of a static solution causedby the changein someexternal
parameter.When the original static solution gives way to a new — not necessarilystable— equilibrium
that branchesoff at thepoint of lossof stability, thisis called a bifurcation.More precisely,in the words
of bossandJoseph[27]: ‘Bifurcations are equilibrium solutionswhich form intersectingbranchesin a
suitablespace’.

Thetheory of bifurcationsis not particularlynew. Already in 1834Jacobistudieda bifurcation in the
equilibrium of self-gravitatingrotatingbodies[28]andheintroducedthe word “Abzweigung”.Poincaré
introducedthe Frenchword ‘bifurcation’ in 1885 in a studyon the samesubject[29].Many reviewsand
bookshaveappearedsince.A fairly recentoneandalso comprehensiblefor non-mathematiciansis the
reviewby Stakgold[30].bossandJosephpresentan introductionat the undergraduatelevel [27].What
is new in the theory of bifurcations is the realisationof the decisive role that may be played by
bifurcationsin the onsetof chaoticbehaviour.This will be the subjectof section4.

There are many types of bifurcationsbut in this review I shall only give someexamplesof the
bifurcationsthat areimportant in connectionwith theothersections.To establishthe connectionwith
catastrophetheory I proceedwith eq. (2.1.1) andnow analysethe casep�0. Supposep >0. The static
solutionsaregiven by

bX2eP!Xe. (3.1.3)

This is illustrated in fig. 3.2. For p’ = —p the samefigure is obtainedfor X~= Xe, so nothingis lost by
the restrictionto positivep. Figure 3.3 showsthe correspondingsolutionof x as a function of b. Again
the evolution arrowsmaybe obtainedeasily andtherebyone finds the stableandunstablebranches.It
is evident that the bifurcationhasvanished:the equilibrium solutionsno longer intersect.For smallp
this is called an ‘imperfect’ bifurcation. The samefigure might havebeen obtainedby taking a cross
sectionof constantp in fig. 3.4, which gives the equilibrium surfacesin x,p,b-space.The point in

Fig. 3.1. Thesupercriticalbifurcation.
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Ftg. 3.2. The solutionof eq. (3.1.3). Fig 3. The imperfectbifurcation.

blturcatLon po,nt

Fig. 3.4. The equilibrium surface of eq. (2.1.1) in x,p,h-spacc.

showingthis is to illustrate how in many actualphysical systemsone side of a bifurcation is preferred,
becauseof small imperfectionsin the system.For exampleconsidera straight elastic column underan
endload b as indicatedin figs. 3.5 and3.6 (this examplecomesfrom bossandJoseph[27]).When the
loadincreasesthe completelystraightcolumn in fIg. 3.5 mayeventuallybuckleeither to the right or to
the left, but a slightly bent column, such as the one in fig. 3.6 will buckle to the left. The bifurcation
diagramsof thesebucklingsare similar to figs. 3.1 and3.3 respectively.

In fig. 3.3 a catastropheis possible for a solution along the lower branchas b decreases,but the
reversecatastrophecannothappen.Only after a finite perturbationin the equilibrium along the upper
branch, largeenoughto bring x in the domain boundedby the unstablesolution a jump to the other

‘II

b b

///~Ø~/A :,.~ ~.

_____________ ~
Fig. 3.5. Thebuckling of astraight elasticcolumn. No preference. Fig. 3.6. The preferentialbuckling of a bent elasticcolumn.
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branchis possible.Note that in the surfaceof x~in x,p,b-spacethereis only onereal bifurcation at the
origin.

The analysisof perfectbifurcationsis continuedby consideringa slightly morecomplicatedversion
of (3.1.1)

x=bx+2ax2—x3. (3.1.4)

The staticsolutionsare

Xei = 0; Xe
23 = a±\/a2 + b. (3.1.5)

The last two solutionsappearwhenb ~ —a
2.Thesesolutionsandtheir stability aregiven in fig. 3.7. The

solutionthat intersectsthe solution Xe = 0 at b = 0 now existson both sides of the line b = 0. This is
calleda two-sidedor transcritical bifurcation, in contrastto the examplein fig. 3.1, which is a supercrit-
ical bifurcation. Note the subtle differenceswith the imperfect bifurcation, fig. 3.3. The transcritical
bifurcation is actually the simplest bifurcation, since locally — i.e. in the neighbourhoodof the bifur-
cationpoint— it involvesa quadraticnon-linearterminsteadof only a cubicone.The quadraticterm is
in general the lowest order non-linearterm that is obtainedin a seriesexpansionof the evolution
equationarounda certainstaticsolution.

Finally I demonstratethe subcritical bifurcation.Considerthe evolutionequation

~=bx+2ax3—x5. (3.1.6)

As in the previousexamplesthereis a staticsolutionXe= 0 that changesstability at b = 0. When a <0
andcloseto the bifurcationpoint, the fifth-order term in (3.1.6) is of no interestandthe problemmay
bereducedto the form (3.1.1) by a trivial transformation.For a > 0 the third-orderterm contributesto
the instability and one needsto include the higher-orderterms to find the bifurcating solution. The
equilibrium solutions,apartfrom x~.= 0, are definedby

b = 4—2ax~. (3.1.7)

Using this oneeasilyfinds the bifurcation diagram,fig. 3.8. As usualthe stableand unstablebranches

and the evolutionarrowsare indicated.

Fig. 3.7. The transcritical bifurcation. Fig. 3.8. The subcritical bifurcation.
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In this exampleagain the possibility of hysteresiswith changesof the parameterb is encountered.
This hysteresiscurve is slightly more complicatedthan the one in fig. 2.2, but the topology of the
hysteresisloop, for examplein the north-westquadrant,is the sameas that for the catastrophecurve.

3.2. Hopf bifurcations and limit cycles

So far I haveonly consideredbifurcationsin evolutionequationsfor onevariable.When thisstudy is
extendedto the caseof two or more variables the possibility of a periodic solution branching-off is
encountered.This is called a Hopf bifurcation, after E. Hopf, who gavea clear demonstrationof this
phenomenonin 1942 [31].

Again I will demonstratethis bifurcation from a simple example.Considerthe system of evolution
equations

x = —y+ bx—x3—y2x

~=x+by-y3-x2y. (3.2.1)

For anyvalueof b astaticsolutionof this systemis Xe = y~= 0. It can be shownthat thereareno other
static solutionsof (3.2.1).The solution for the linear part of (3.2.1) for somegiven initial valuesXo and
y
0 is

x(t) = x0 ebt cos t — y0 ~ sin t (3.2.2)

y(t) = y0 e~~tcost + x0e~~tsin t.

This representsa dampedoscillatorysolutionfor b <0. Evidently the staticsolution losesstability as b
increasesfrom negative to positive values: the system now starts to oscillate with an increasing
amplitude.As beforeone might expecta stablestaticsolution branching-off,but examinationof (3.2.2)
revealsthat the period of the oscillationsremainsunchangedas b increasesandmoreoverthereare no
staticsolutionsapartfrom the ‘null’ solution.The alternativeis that an oscillatorysolutionbranches-off
and growsin amplitudeuntil the non-lineartermsprohibit furthergrowth. Whetherthis really happens
dependson the preciseform of the non-linearterms, just as in the caseof an ordinary bifurcation.

In example (3.2.1) a cyclic solution does indeed branch-off andthis may be verified by a complete
solutionof the system.For this purposechangeto polar coordinates

= X
2 +

ci, = arctan(y/x). (3.2.3)

Oneeasilyobtainswith the useof (3.2.1)

r = br — r3

= 1. (3.2.4)

Hence the stationarysolutionfor b > 0 is
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r =

(3.2.5)

By perturbing this solution it is found that the amplitude of the oscillation is stable and that the
solution is insensitiveto small phaseshifts. The bifurcation diagram,fig. 3.9, in the three-dimensional
x,y,b-spaceis that of a straight line intersectinghead-ona paraboloide.As in the previousexamplesthe
stability of the ‘null’ solution(the line) changessign as it intersectsthe otherequilibrium curve. Because
of the cylindrical symmetry it suffices to considera projectionon a plane ~i = constantand thus the
bifurcationdiagram,fig. 3.1 is recovered. —

For a given positivevalueof b the solutionsin the x,y-planespiral towardsthe circle r = \/b, that is
called the limit cycle, becauseit attractsall solutions.Seefigs. 3.10 and3.11.

A Hopf bifurcation is alwaysassociatedwith a degeneracyin the problemthat is treated.When the

Fig. 3.9. The supercriticalHopf bifurcation.

Y b~0.15

y b-O.15

Fig. 3.10. The solutionof eq. (3.2.1) with an initial valueoutside the Fig. 3.11. The solution of eq. (3.2.1) with an initial value inside the
limit cycle, limit cycle.
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evolution equation containsonly real coefficients the dispersionmatrix for small amplitude pertur-
bationsto the static solutionsyields only real or complexconjugatedeigenvalues.A Hopf bifurcation
occurswhenthe real part in a pair of complexconjugatedeigenvalueschangessign andthusat least two
eigenvectorssimultaneouslyturn unstable,which is degeneracy.Whena real eigenvaluechangessign an
ordinary bifurcation takesplace.

Hopf bifurcations may be classified just like ordinary ones. It can be shown that there is no
transcriticalHopf bifurcation, which is causedby the degeneracyof the problem(for a proof, see [271
Chap.7). Thus only the subcriticaland supercriticalHopf bifurcationsremain (cf. figs. 3.1 and3.8).

For the subcriticalHopf bifurcation thereis againthe possibility of hysteresis,with the two coexisting
solutionsnow beinga point attractorand a limit cycle. For a given value of b in the hysteresisregion
the solution in the x,y-plane is depicted in fig. 3.12. The region of initial values that lead to the point
solution is separatedfrom the rest of the planeby a separatrix or repelling cycle. The radius of both
cyclesas a function of b can be found in comparingwith fig. 3.13, which gives the bifurcation diagram
for a Hopf bifurcation definedby the equations

r = br + 2ar3 — r5

t,li = 1 . (3 6)

For slowly increasingb the staticsolution may catastrophicallychangeinto an oscillatingonewith finite
amplitudeandfor decreasingb a stablecyclic solutionmay suddenlydisappearandgive way to a static
solution. Figure 3.8representsa crosssectionat constantcii of fig. 3.13.

The stability of the periodic solution that branches-offin a I-Iopf bifurcation is investigatedwith the
use of the Floquet theory, a generalisedform of the usual perturbationanalysis[27. Chap.71. The
examplesof this section areso simple that a separationof variablesis possibleand stability is evident,
but in morecomplicatedsituationsthis is not so andthen one hasto useFloquet theory.

It is clear from the abovediscussionthat a Hopf bifurcation may lead to a limit cycle. When for a
given differential equation all solutions convergeto a periodic one— in a certain domain of initial

y~
u.05

b’-O.lC I

Fig. 3.12. Solution curvesafter a subcritical Hopf bifurcation (eq. Fig. 3.13. Thesubcritical Hopf bifurcation.
(3.2.6)).The dottedcurverepresentsthe separatrix,the full curvethe
limit cycle.
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conditions—thissolution is called a periodic attractorand its representationin phasespaceis a limit
cycle.Evidently in this casethe phasespacemustbe at leasttwo-dimensional.Equationsfor onedegree
of freedomhaveonly stablestaticsolutionsas attractors:point attractors.

In the neighbourhoodof point andperiodic attractorsthe governingequationsaredissipative— i.e. a
volume in phasespace must shrink continuously— so the solutions tend towards a curve of lower
dimensionalityas the phasespace.Hence no attractorswill be found in the conservativeequationsof
motion.Adding an energysink term in theseequations— e.g. a dampingterm in the equationsfor the
harmonical oscillator— generally leads to the emergenceof a point attractor, describing the rest
situationof the system.Adding still other termsrepresentingenergysourcesfurther complicatesthe
situationandmaylead to both point andperiodic attractors.In generalattractors— including the strange
attractorsof the next chapter— arise in equationsfor opensystems,i.e. systemswith energysinks and
energysources.

3.3. Bifurcations in partial differential equations

So far I havetreatedbifurcatingsolutionsin ordinarydifferentialequations.They maybesuggestive
with respectto phenomenathat areencounteredin continuousphysicalsystems,like fluids or gases,but
no morethan that, becausethesesystemsaredescribedby partial differentialequations.

The Rayleigh—Bénardexperimentis an examplethat hasobviousimportancefor astrophysics.It is
extensivelydescribedby Busse, both from the theoreticaland experimentalpoint of view and with
emphasison the developmentof turbulence[32]. In the Rayleigh—Bénardexperimenta fluid layer is
heatedfrom below,sothat the top andthe bottomof the fluid layer arekeptat aconstant,but different
temperatures.The temperatureof the bottom of the fluid is the higher one. For small temperature
differencesthereis no motion in the fluid and the heat transporttakesplace by conduction.As the
temperaturedifference betweenthe top and the bottom is increasedsteady convectivecells appear
when the Rayleigh numberof the system,which is a non-dimensionalmeasurefor the temperature
differencebetweenthe upper and lower boundary(seeeq. (4.3.4) for a definition), exceedsa certain
critical value. This onset of convection is clearly suggestiveof a bifurcating (supercritical)solution,
becausethe “amplitude” of the convectionis very small for Rayleigh numbersthat are only slightly
largerthanthe critical value.

The question to be addressedis, do bifurcations actually occur in the equationsthat describe
Rayleigh—Bénardconvectionandin otherequationsthat exhibit similar phenomena,like the Navier—
Stokesequation?The answeris yes and manyexamplesaregiven in ‘HydrodynamicInstabilities and
the Transitionto Turbulence’[33],which containsselectedpaperswritten by expertsin variousareasof
fluid dynamics.Bifurcationsareactuallyverycommonin partial differentialequations.I will continuein
the spirit of the previoussectionsby demonstratinga simple example.

Considerthe equation

3u/öt = 92u/öx2+ bu — U3 (3.3.1)

for the function u = u(x, t). This equationhas to be solved for t > 0 and 0 ~ x ~ 1, with prescribed
boundaryconditions u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0 and initial data u(x, 0) = f(x), where f(X) is some arbitrary
function, satisfyingthe boundaryconditions.The staticsolutionssatisfy

a2ue/ax2+ bue — = 0. (3.3.2)
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It is easilyverified that Ue = 0 is a staticsolution.To investigatethe stability of this solution I note that
anyfunction y(x) in the domain[0, 1] satisfyingthe boundaryconditionsmaybe decomposedin Fourier
modesas

y(x) = a~\/2 sin(nlrx). (3.3.3)

The amplitude of the nth Fouriercomponentis calculatedby

= J y(x)V2 sin(n~x)dx. (3.3.4)

This proceduremay be carriedout for the function u(x, t) at any instant t, by letting the amplitudesof
the modesbe functionsof t,

u(x, t) = ~ a~(t)\~2sin(nlrx). (3.3.5)

For small perturbationsof the solution UC(X, t) = 0 we may neglect the cubic term in (3.3.1). Decom-
positionof (3.3.1) in Fouriermodes,multiplicationby V2 sin(mll-x) andintegrationover[0, 1] yieldsfor
eachm an ordinary differentialequationdescribingthe evolutionof the amplitude crm(t)

~m =(b—m2ii~2)am (m = 1,2,...). (3.3.6)

The result is that for b < ir2 all amplitudesdecayto zeroand that as b surpassesthe value ir2 the first
eigenmodebecomesunstable,while all the othersremainstable.

Eq. (3.3.1) is called a reaction—diffusionequation,becauseit is an evolution equationfor u(x,t) in
which thereis a reactionpart (bu — u3) anda diffusion part (a2u/aX2).Note that the diffusion enhances
the stability comparedwith the purereactionequation(ü = bu — u3), which loses stability for the ‘null’
solution as b becomeslargerthan zero (cf. eq. (3.1.1)).

I will calculate now what happenswhen b is slightly larger than ir2. Therefore I introduce the
parameter

8= b—ir2. (3.3.7)

Since it is the first eigenmodethat becomesunstableone expectsa bifurcating solution — supposingone
exists— to be dominatedby this mode.However, the solutioncannotconsistsolely of this modeas may
be verified by inserting the trial solution u~(x)= F sin(lrx) in (3.3.2). With the choice e = 2V8/3 the
remainingtermsareof order e~and this suggestsa seriesexpansion.

I shall call the staticamplitude of the first modeF. It is definedby

F = J u~(x)V2 sin(~x)dx (3.3.8)
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andI try to find an expressionfor the staticsolution in termsof

u~(x)=~—,-u~(x) (3.3.9)
n~1

with u0(x) an arbitraryfunction and

8(e)= ~ ~ a~ (3.3.10)
,i=1 fl.

with thea~denotingthe coefficientsin thisseriesexpansion.Insertingtheseexpressionsin theevolution
equationandcollecting the terms for equalexponentsof e we have to the third order in e

e~4+eir~u1= 0 (3.3.11)

2ri2 22
C ciu

2 ITEU2 2
——-—~--+ + r a~u~= 0 (3.3.12)
28X 2

ir
2e3u~+ s3a

1u2 e
3a

2u1— E
3U~= 0. (3.3.13)

6ax2 6 2 2

The solution of (3.3.11) is u
1(x) = c1 ‘~J2sin(lrx) with c1 an arbitrary constant.The definition of e in

(3.3.8) implies c1 = 1 and

J u~(x)\/2 sin(lrx) dx = 0 for n a 2. (3.3.14)

This means that none of the functions u,. for n ~ 2 have componentsalong the first eigenmode.
Applying this to (3.3.12) gives a1 = 0. The solution of (3.3.12) yields u2(x) = c2\/2 sin(lTx), but the
normalization condition (3.3.14) only allows c2= 0. Becauseu3(x) hasno componentalong the first
eigenmodeeither, integrationof (3.3.13)over [0,1] after multiplicationwith \/2 sin(lrx) yields

a2=3 (3.3.15)

andthe resultingequationfor u3 is

i1
2u

3/öx
2+ i~2u

3= 12V2 sin
3(~x)— 9\/2 sin i~x. (3.3.16)

I use the goniometricalidentity

sin3(lTx) = ~ sin(lTx)— ~sin(3lTx) (3.3.17)
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which is easilyderivedfrom the definition of the sinefunction

sin(lrx) = (e’~— e’~)/2i (3.3.18)

to find the simplified expression

a2u
3h9x

2+i~u
3= —3V2sin(3lTx). (3.3.19)

The solution is

3V2
u3(x) = —~-sin(31TX). (3.3.20)

8~

Thus

6 = ~e
2+ 0(e3) (3.3.21)

Ue(X) = e V2 sin(~x)+ e~V2sin(3~x)+ O(E~). (3.3.22)
16~

It can be shownthat the cubic term in (3.3.21) andthe quarticterm in (3.3.22)are zero.
I return now to the original variablesand expressUe(X) as a series in (b — ~2)~ This may be

accomplishedby successivesubstitution;that is, I try to find e(6)as a seriesin 8. The result is

ue(x)= ±2 \/( ~2) sin(~x)+ c
3 (b — ~2)3I2 sin(3~x)+ O(b - ~2)5/2 (3.3.23)

The coefficient c3 dependson a4, which has not been calculated. Its value may alternatively be
calculatedby direct substitutionof (3.3.23)in (3.3.2). The result is

±1
c3= —— . (3.3.24)

12V2 ~.2

This result shows a supercritical ordinary bifurcation, with its important componentalong the
eigenmodethat becomesunstable at the bifurcation point. The bifurcation diagram for the first
eigenmodeis analogousto that shown in fig. 3.1. It is generallytrue for bifurcationsin morethan one
dimensionthat the importantpart of the bifurcating solution lies alongthe destabilisedeigenmode.In
the words of bossand Joseph[27]: ‘The part of the problem having a zero projection into the null
spaceis like the lively tail of a little dog’.

This example demonstratesan important result: in the neighbourhoodof bifurcation points the
problemof solvingpartial differentialequationsmay bereducedto solving a set of ordinarydifferential
equations.This givesan enormoussimplification of the problemandbifurcation theory is thereforevery
powerful in dealingwith partial differentialequations.
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Fig. 3.14. A sketchof a ‘tree’ of bifurcating solutions. Fig. 3.15. A tree of bifurcations for a partial differential equation.
Each successivebifurcation destabilizes a new eigenmode, and in.
creasesthedimensionalityof theconfiguration spaceby one.

All typesof bifurcationscan occur in partial differentialequationsincluding the Hopf bifurcationsof
the previoussection.The stability of the bifurcatingbranchesmayagainbe investigatedwith the useof
smallperturbations.For the exampleabovethe result is that the branchingsolutionsarestable.As one
follows the bifurcated solutionsfor increasingforcing parameter— b in all our examples— new bifur-
cationsmayoccurwhenthe bifurcatedbranchlosesstability at somepoint. Whole ‘trees’ of bifurcating
solutionssuch as the onesketchedin fig. 3.14 for an ordinarydifferentialequation,may be found. For
partial differentialequationseachsuccessivebifurcationmay leadto the emergenceof a modethat had
zero amplitudebefore.This is illustrated in the three-dimensionaldrawing,fig. 3.15, for the first two
modes.Furtherbifurcationslead to branchesin the 3th andhigher dimensionsof the Hilbert spaceof
this system.

The particular exampleof this sectionhas beensolvedwith the use of the methodof powerseries
expansion,see [27].In the literaturereferenceis found to two othermethods,the ‘Liapunov—Schmidt’
method,e.g. Vainberg and Trenogin [34], and the ‘centre-manifold’ method,see Carr [35]. These
methods are mathematicallymore sophisticated,but series expansion is the most useful in actual
computations.

Bifurcation theory hasbeenappliedwith successin the equationsthat describethe Rayleigh—Bénard
problem, the Taylor experiment, Couette flow and other, related hydrodynamicalproblems, all
describedin [33].

3.4. Applicationsin astronomy

A roughmodel usedto studythe dynamicalevolutionof self-gravitatingand rotatinggascloudsinto
rotating single starsor binaries is that of a uniformly rotating self-gravitatingfluid whose bounding
surfaceis an ellipsoid. Obviously the fluid assumptionof constantdensity is very unrealisticfor stars
who are centrallycondensed,but it is neverthelessexpectedthat the evolutionof theseobjectsbears
somequalitative resemblanceto the evolution of real stars.The assumptionof ellipsoidal surfacesis
equallyunjustifiedbut is at least morecredible.

The greatadvantageof usingboth assumptionsis that an analyticalexpressionfor the gravitational
potential can be derived. In the terminology of the introduction this model for dynamical stellar
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evolution is ‘ad hoc’. Lebovitz [36] has given an extensivereview on the theory of binary evolution
developedalongtheselines. Here I shall outline somesalient results.

The generalexpressionfor the gravitationalpotentialis

P(r, t)= -G J p(r’, t) dr’ (3.4.1)

where G is the gravitationalconstantand p the density. The integral is taken over the whole fluid
volume V. For constantdensity, ellipsoidal surfacesand a corotating frame the following expression
results

P(x1, x2, X~)= _irGp{I — ~ A~x~} (3.4.2)

for points inside the fluid surface.Here the axesof x~,x2 and x3 align with the principal axesof the
ellipsoidandthe coefficientsI andAk are knownfunctionsof the semi-axesak.

The simplestfigure of equilibrium in a rotating frame of referenceis an oblate spheroid(a1 = a2>

a3) as was alreadyshown in 1742 by Maclaurin. In 1834 Jacobi [28]discovereda new set of equilibria
with three unequalaxesthat branches-offfrom the Maclaurin spheroidsas a31a1 ~ 0.583.

Poincaréin 1885 [29] subsequentlydescribeda scenariofor stellardynamicalevolution alonga path
of theseequilibria. It is assumedthat thedensityof a Maclaurin spheroidof originally smalleccentricity
increasesslowly, while its total massandits total angularmomentumarepreserved.The ‘star’ becomes
moreandmoreoblateuntil the bifurcation point is reached.In 1883 ThomsonandTait [37] hadalready
shownthat for the samemass,densityand angularmomentumthe Jacobi ellipsoid hasa lower energy
than the correspondingMaclaurin ellipsoid and thereforethey expectedthat the dissipationof energy
throughviscosity—ifon a sufficiently short time scale—wouldforcethe starto follow the Jacobibranch.

Further contractionmakesthe elongationof the Jacobibranchincreaseuntil the sequencebecomes
unstable.Poincaréconjecturedthat a new pear-shapedequilibrium figure would bifurcateand that still
furthercontractionwould makethe constrictedmiddle part of the ‘pear’ grow narroweruntil finally a
pair of orbiting masseswould bifurcate:a ‘binary system’.

However, stability calculationsby Lyapunov in 1905 [38] and Jeansin 1929 [39] haveshown that
Poincaré’s‘pear’-shapedfigure is unstable,whichputsan endto the Poincaréscenarioat the bifurcation
point of theJacobisequence.Jeansalsopointout that the ‘pear-figure’ bifurcationmightbe subcritical—
in the terminologyof this review— and that consequentlythe transition to the binary statewould be

catastrophical,analogousto the situationin fig. 3.8, describedby eq. (3.1.6).
A seriousdrawbackfor this ‘fission’ theory for the origin of binaries is that for classical viscosity

coefficients the viscous time scale is orders of magnitude larger than the contraction time scale
(Lynden-Bell, 1964 [40]),which implies that the evolutionin the neighbourhoodof the bifurcation point
of the Maclaurin spheroidsis not describedcorrectly. Lebovitz (1972, [41]) hasreformulatedfission
theory to account for the practical absenceof dissipation.His results outline an evolution along a
different path but with qualitatively the same features,first a supercritical and then (possibly) a
subcriticalbifurcation,seefig. 3.16.

Recently Wiegandt (1981, [42]) hasfound a point of bifurcation in the sequenceof equilibrium
configurationsof rotating stellarsystems,analogousto the Jacobi bifurcation in self-gravitatingfluids.
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Fig. 3.16. An illustration of the ‘fission’ theoryfor theorigin of binaries. During theevolution the angular momentum is conserved,while the density
increasesthrough contraction,

Again systemswith ellipsoidalgeometryare assumedandat the bifurcation point a set of threeaxial
equilibria branches-offfrom the set of axisymmetricequilibria. The analogywith the results above
goesso far that exactlythesameequationsarefound.

A bifurcation in the dynamoequations,which describethe oscillatingsolar magneticfield, is found
by Yoshimura [43]. He proves that a steady solution branches-offfrom the well-known periodic
solutionsand he suggeststhat the magneticfields of the earthandplanetsand the fields of magnetic
stars can be understoodthis way. In this static solution the dynamo action is everywhereexactly
balancedby diffusion so that all time derivativesvanish. The resulting magneticfield configurationis
that of a helical tubein the deeppart of the dynamozone.

Relaxationoscillationswith limit cyclesresultingfrom Hopf bifurcationshavebeenfoundin various
astrophysicalproblems.The best-knownexampleis the radial oscillation of variable stars:Cepheids,
RR-LyraeandMira stars.A descriptionin termsof bifurcationtheory can be madeby consideringthe
position of the starin the Hertzsprung—Russeldiagram as the ‘forcing’ parameter.For most valuesof
the mass and age of a star— correspondingto a point on the diagram— a static hydrodynamic and
thermalequilibrium exists for the atmosphereof the whole star and this equilibrium is attracting(i.e.
fluctuationsdie out). However,at certainvaluesof the forcing parametersthe staticequilibrium ceases
to exist and a cyclic solution branches-offin aHopf bifurcation. Relaxationoscillations of starshas
becomea whole separatefield in astrophysics,too large to be describedin full contenthere.For an
extensivereview,see Cox [44].

Thermallimit cycles havebeenused to explain X-ray burst sourcesby Barrancoet al. [45].With a
simple two-zonemodel the authorsfind that helium burning in the envelopesof accretingneutronstars
will proceedperiodically giving rise to outburstsof X-rays during the relaxationphasephaseof the
oscillation. Analogousresults are suggestedby Kuijpers and Pringle [46] for the accretionon white
dwarfs.

Recentlyanotherthermalrelaxationoscillationin the coronaeof early typestarshasbeenproposed
by Hearn,Kuin andMartens[47].HearnandVardavasin earlier papers[48,49] hadobtaineda number
of stationarymodelsfor stellar coronaeusing a new method for solving the governingequationsof
motion,continuity, energyandstate.The boundaryconditionsfor this calculationwere posedfor the
first time in a physically meaningfulway, namelyat two points,one deepin the photosphereof the star
were the physicalvariablesare unalteredby the existenceof a coronaand the other at infinity, where
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the gaspressuremustvanish.For a given coronalheatingmechanism— in this caseheatingby sawtooth
acousticwaveswith a given period— the methodgives auniquesolutionto theequations.Fora starwith
a given mass,effectivetemperatureand radiusthe only remaininginput parameterto the equationsis
the acoustic flux enteringat the photosphericboundary.For small valuesof this parameterHearn and
Vardavasrecoveredthe well-known solution in the form of a stationary,extended,hot coronawith
supersonicoutflow in analogywith the well-known Parkersolutionfor the solar corona(Parker [50]).
FurtherHearnandVardavasfound that the largerthe acousticflux, the largerthe basepressureof the
extendedcorona.

As the acoustic flux — and thereforealso the coronalbasepressure— surpassesa certain threshold
value the extendedstationarysolution ceasesto exist and no other stationarysolution can be found.
This upper limit for the basepressureof stationaryextendedcoronaehad beenpredictedby Souffrin
[51] usingratheranalyticalconsiderations.

For acousticfluxes abovethe thresholdHearn,Kuin andMartens [47]found that the solutionto the
equationsunderwenta relaxationoscillation.Although the computerprogramwas not designedto solve
the full timedependentset of equationsacareful time scaleanalysisof the dominantphysicalprocesses
involved showed that the numerical iteration procedure follows the time dependentbehaviour.
Thereforeit is suggestedthat for largeacoustic fluxes— as for examplethosethat heat the coronaeof
early-typestars— the coronaexhibitscyclic behaviour.

Within the context of the presentpaperthis phenomenoncan be understoodas a subcritical Hopf
bifurcation in the set of non-linearpartial differential equationsthat describethe problem. Similar
bifurcationsareknown to takeplace in the equationsthat describeanalogoushydrodynamicalsystems,
like for examplethe Rayleigh—Bénardexperiment.

The physicalmechanismleadingto the destructionof the sequenceof stationaryextendedcoronaeis
the well-known radiative instability (Field [52]) that also plays a role in the catastrophesin coronal
loops, describedin section 2.2. The role of this instability in setting up the relaxation oscillation
becomesevidentfrom the following descriptionof the cyclic solution.

As the acousticflux heatingthe coronais increasedthe transitionregion of the coronamovesdeeper
into the star’schromosphere,while the overall structureof the coronais preserved.During thisprocess
the coronais in a quasi-stationaryequilibrium, that is; a stationaryequilibrium is reachedeverywhere
exceptat the baseof the transitionregion,on atime scalethat is short comparedwith the time scalefor
the increaseof the basepressure,due to the ‘evaporation’ processat the base.The heating-upof
material increasesthe total mass of the corona and becausethe overall temperaturestructure is
conservedthe density increaseseverywherein the corona.This leadsto an increasingenergydemandin
the outerlayers due to increasingstellar wind lossesand this energymust be provided by conduction
since acoustic heating is negligible there. Consequentlythe temperatureof the outer layers drops
somewhat thus steepeningthe temperaturegradient and increasing the conductive flow. As the
temperaturein the outerlayersdropssomewhatthe energydemandby thestellar wind is alsoreduced
and in principle thesetwo reactionsstabilize the stationarysolution.

However,as the acousticflux increasesstill further the temperaturedecreaseandthe densityincrease
in the outerlayersincreasethe importanceof radiationlossesin the energybudgetandas soonas these
lossesbecomedominantthe radiativeinstability sets in and the whole outer region of the atmosphere
cools down catastrophically.What is left is a thin coronaat high pressurewith two transition regions,
one facing outward and one facing inward. See fig. 3.17 for a sketch of this evolution. Much of the
acousticflux is still dissipatedin this thin hydrostaticcoronabut someof the flux passesthrough it to
form a secondcoronain the very outerlayersof thestar.This secondcoronathenmovesin againin the
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Fig. 3.17. An illustration of the temperature structure of a stellar corona at various phasesof the relaxation oscillation. This figure is from Hearn,
Kuin and Martens 1471.

mannerdescribedaboveuntil it mergeswith the thin corona.At thispoint the original, extendedcorona
is restored,againmovesin a bit andfinally the outerlayersagainundergoa radiativecollapse.

The descriptionabove makesit clear that it is the radiative instability that preventsan extended
coronato form at too high pressureswhile it is the effect of ‘evaporation’,alsodescribedin section2.2
that makesthe transitionregion moveto higher pressure.

A similar cyclic solution was obtainedfor the plasmain solar coronalloops by Kuin and Martens
[53].The rationalefor their modelwasthat the observedvanishingconductiveflow at atemperatureof
about20000K atthe baseof the transitionregion in coronalloops(Vernazzaetal. [54])is incompatible
with stablestaticsolutionsfor the thermalstructureof hot coronalloops,as wasshownin variousways
by Antiochos[55],Hood and Priest[56] andChiuderiet al. [57].

Kuin and Martensdescribedthe dominantphysical processesin the plasmaof coronalloops in an
‘ad-hoc’ manner,reducing the governing hydrodynamicequationsto a set of ordinary differential
equations.The resultsshowa cyclic behaviourof the loop plasmawith a long lasting ‘hot’ phasewith
slowly increasingdensityfollowed by catastrophicalradiativecooling anddrainingof theloop. Thenthe
remainingplasmaheatsup againvery quickly andthe cyclestartsoff again.This solution is very similar
to that for opencoronae,discussedabove.The cyclic solutionexplainsthe observationsof the ceaseless
up- and downflows in the solar coronaas well as the coexistenceof cool and very hot material in
coronalloopsas is requiredby the observationsof Foukal[58] andPyeet al. [59].

The set of equationssolved by Kuin and Martens containsone externalparameter(a) which is
essentiallythe ratio of radiative and conductive time scales.The value of this parameterdepends
(amongotherthings)on the exactslope of the radiativeloss function (seefig. 2.4). Kuin andMartens
found that for a > 1 thereis a stablestatic solutionwhich loses stability as a becomessmaller than
unity. At this point a subcriticalHopf bifurcation takesplace,so the new solution is an oscillationwith
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Fig. 3.18. The relaxation oscillation of the plasma in coronalloops in thephaseplaneof dimensionlesstemperatureversusdimensionlessdensity.At
a = 1.3 thesolutionisstableandstatic. At a = 1.1 astableandstaticandresp.acyclicsolutioncoexistwhilefor a = 0.9anda = 0.2only thecycitesolution
remainsafter a subcritical Hopf bifurcation at a = 1.0. (For themeaningof a seethe text.)This figure is from Kuin andMartens1531.

finite amplitude.For 1 ~ a � 1.3 the coexistenceof a stablestaticsolution and a relaxationoscillation
was found. In the phaseplaneof meanplasmadensityversusmeantemperaturethe ‘basin of attraction’
of both solutionsis divided by aseparatrixas is indicatedin fig. 3.18. However,for the solarcoronathe
correctvalueof a is probably around0.2, so only a cyclic solution is to be expected.

4. The onsetof turbulence

4.1. Scenariosfor the transition to chaosvia bifurcations

A fluid or a gas is said to be turbulentwhen its behaviouris highly unpredictable.The motion of a
test particlein a fluid maybe predictedfor a certaintime ahead,but as time goes on the predictions
becomeless and less accurate.On the other hand turbulent fluids and gasesusually have a rather
regular average behaviour.When f(r, t) is someproperty of the fluid or gas— like the temperature,
pressureor velocity— one expectsthe limit
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J(r)= limiJf(r, t)dt (4.1.1)

to exist andto be independentof f(r, 0), but ratherdependon quantitiesdescribingthe totality of the
fluid, like energycontent,volume, or on the external forces,like the temperaturedifferencebetween
the boundariesin the Rayleigh—Bénardexperiment.(The original experiment,by Bénard,was per-
formedon whaleoil, seeBénard,1901 [60].)

There is a conceptionof turbulencewhich goes back to the 1940’s and is due to Landau[61] and
Hopf [62], and which is worked out in Landau and Lifshitz [63]. It may seem a rather logical
generalisationof the bifurcation theory of the last section.It was shown that in Hopf bifurcationsan
attractingpoint shedsa limit cycle as the forcingparameterincreasesandit is straightforwardto extend
thisideato higher dimensions.In threedimensionsa limit cycle may shedan attractingtorus,which is a
surfacein three-dimensionalspacecontainingperiodic motion with two frequencieswhose ratio is not
a rationalnumber(if the ratio were rational any particletrajectory on the torus would finally reacha
point whereit hadalreadybeenandthe trajectorywould degenerateinto aone-dimensionalcurve, i.e.
a complicatedlimit cycle). In higher dimensionsmore and more tori with periodic motions that are
rationally independentmight shedoff andthis might continueto infinity. Finally therewould beleft a
motion with uncountablymany rationally independentfrequenciesthat gives a Fourier spectrumthat
cannot be distinguishedfrom the smooth Fourier spectrum obtained in certain experimentson
turbulence,for examplein the Rayleigh—Bénardexperimentat high Rayleigh numbers(Gollub et al.
[64]).

This scenariofor the transitionto chaosvia an infinite cascadeof bifurcationsrequires an infinite
numberof degreesof freedomfor the fluid motion,but this is no problem, since the fluid motion is
describedby partial differential equations,which do haveinfinite degreesof freedom(cf. section3.3).
However,thereis an intuitive objectionagainstsuch an idea.Becausethe turbulentgasesandfluids are
all viscous and conductingone expectssuch a thing as a smallest scalefor the variation in the fluid
variables.For examplefor the temperature

ITIVTI�l (4.1.2)

where I is somelength that is determinedby the thermalconductivity. The temperaturestructurein a
fluid with given dimensionswould then be describedby a finite number of eigenmodes,with length
scalesin betweenthe largestlength in the fluid and I. This finite numberof eigenmodeswould restrict
the phasespaceof the systemto finite dimensionsandconsequentlyonly a finite numberof bifurcating
tori would be possible.

A much moreseriousobjectionagainstthe LandauandHopf idea comesfrom Bass[65],whocalled
attention to the fact that multiperiodic solutionsunlike turbulent solutions,do not phasemix. The
experimentson turbulenceshow that the autocorrelationfunction g(T)

g(r) = tim ~ J f(t + t0)f(t) dt (4.1.3)
i-., T

decaysto zero as t0—~~. This is not true for the multiperiodicfunctionsin the Landau—Hopfscenario,
seeJosephin [66].
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It was realised by Ruelle and Takens, in a now celebrated paper [67], that turbulenceis a
phenomenonthat will already occur after a few bifurcations. Unlike in the Landau—Hopf idea
turbulenceis not connectedwith periodic attractors,such as limit cycles or tori, but with a new type of
attractor:the strangeattractor.The Ruelle—Takensidea of turbulenceis in agreementwith the intuitive
idea mentionedabovethat turbulencemust be explainedas a finite dimensionalphenomenon.

4.2. Chaosin one-dimensionalmaps

Thefirst-orderdifferenceequationto be studiedherecomesfrom ecologyanddescribesa seasonally
breadingpopulation in which generationsdo not overlap(May, in “TheoreticalEcology” [68] andin a
review paper[69]). The population in the (n + 1)th seasonis proportional to the numberx,,+1 andit
dependson the populationin the former seasonas

X8+1 = bx~(1— x~). (4.2.1)

This equationdescribesthe tendencyof the population to increasefrom one generationto the next
when it is small (x~~ 1) andfor it to decreasewhen it is large(e.g. by food shortage).It comesback in
manycontexts,seereview [69] andreferencestherein.

b will be restrictedhere to 0 < b <4 so that the interval [0, 1] is mappedonto itself. Only initial
values in this domain will be consideredso that any sequenceof x will remain in it. One of the
appealingfeaturesof the above equationis that one can study its solutions and verify its strange
behaviouras b increaseson a simple programmablepocket calculator.For b < 1 all solutionsdecayto
zeroandfor 1 <b <3 thereis an attractingpoint solutionthat is not zero. Thereis a nice graphicalway
to studythe solutionsof eq. (4.2.1) (e.g.Hofstadter[70])that is displayedin fig. 4.1. The parabolain the
figure is the function bx(1 — x) and it gives the imagex~~1of a certainx~.After having obtainedx~,÷1
one may transformthis image into a new original by drawing a horizontalcurvethat intersectsthe line
x,,÷1= x,, at somepoint. Fromthat point the procedurecan be repeatedas is demonstratedin fig. 4,1.
For b < 1 all solutions convergeto x = 0. For b> 1 the stable attractingsolution is located at the
intersectionof the line and the parabola,the otherpoint that is mappedinto itself.

A very elegantway to studythe stability of the solutionsis describedby May [69], to which we refer

05

Fig. 4.1. A stablepoint solutionof eq. (4.2.1). Fig. 4.2. A period2 solutionof eq. (4.2.1),
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the interestedreader.It is foundthat asb becomeslargerthan3 the staticsolution losesits stability and
gives way to a periodic solution with period 2. This solution is displayedin fig. 4.2. There is a clear
analogyhereof coursewith the Hopf bifurcation in differential equations.

At b = 3.45 a new bifurcationoccursandnow an attractingperiodicsolution with period 4 originates.
As b is increasedfurther the behaviourbecomesmoreand morecomplicated.Cycleswith higher and
higher periods— always 2~— bifurcate, but the parameter‘window’ — in b — for each cycle becomes
increasinglyshorter. There is a point of accumulationin the domain of b for this successionof
bifurcationsat b = 3.5700....Beyondthat valueall cyclesof period 2~’arepassedandthe behaviourof
x becomes“chaotic”, see fig. 4.3. We need to be more precise about this chaotic behaviour.It is
characterisedby two phenomena:

1. Sensitivity to initial data. Two sequencesx,,, x~±1,etc. with slightly different initial valuesbecome
totally different after a finite numberof iterations.This means that the long term behaviourof the
systemis essentiallyunpredictable:no matterhow precisethe initial valuesare, in the long run thiswill
not bepreciseenough.

2. Aperiodicity. There is an uncountablesubsetof initial data which never set down to periodic
behaviour.The Fourierplot of thesesequencesis smooth,just as in someexperimentson turbulence.
Therearealso uncountablymany initial datawhich lead to stableperiodicorbits, as was shownby Li
andYorke [71]. It is provenby Guckenheimer[72] that thereis one ‘stable’ cycle for eachvalue of b
that attractsalmostall orbits.However,this cyclic behaviouris completelydestroyedby smallarbitrary
disturbances.Yorke andYorke [73]investigatedthe slightly noisyequation

= 3.83x~(1— x~)±0.001 (4.2.2)

wherethe sign of 0.001is chosenrandomly at each iteration.It was found that periodicity completely
disappeared.Note that for b <3.5700...this noise would not destroy the stability. There would be
fluctuationsaroundthe staticsolutionor aroundthe stableperiodic orbits of the orderof 0.001.Further
it is noted that evenwithout the noise it takes thousandsand thousandsof iterationsbefore the
transientsassociatedwith theinitial conditionsaredampedout andperiodicity setsin. Therefore,for all
practicalpurposesthe solutionsarechaotic.

1.0 I

generally

chaotic
behaviour

0.5-

attracting I

periodic solutions

1.0 3.0 3.45 3.57 4.0

b—.-

Fig. 4.3. The sequenceof static, periodic and chaotic behaviour as b increasesin eq. (4.2.1).Note the changesin scaleat b = 3.0 andat b = 3.5700.
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These solutionsdemonstratechaosin a system with one degreeof freedom, although it was not
describedby a differential equation,but by a differenceequation.It will be demonstratedin the next
sectionthat thereis a closeconnectionbetweendifferenceequationsanddifferentialequationsin higher
dimensions,via the method of Poincarésections.This one-dimensionalmodel already showschaotic
behaviour,in completecontrastwith the Landau and Hopf picture, which involved infinitely many
degreesof freedom. It should be noted that this example is also in contrastwith the Ruelle—Takens
picture,who claimedthat the onsetof chaosalreadyoccursafter a few bifurcations,while for eq. (4.4)
thereare infinitely manybifurcationsbefore chaossetsin.

This behaviourneed not be characteristicfor the onset of chaos. In the next section there is an
exampleof the coexistenceof chaosand periodic solutionsafter only a few bifurcations.The Fourier
spectrumof such a systemgives a few peaksat the frequenciesof the cyclic solutionsand a ‘noisy’
background,due to the chaoticbehaviour.May [69]also gives someexamplesof direct transition from
point attractorsto chaosin one-dimensionalmappings(x~+1= f(x~)).

In the region 3< b <3.5700... of the example (4.2.1) an attracting 2~-periodorbit sheds of a
2~~’-periodorbit as b increases.Thesebifurcationsoccurafter smallerandsmaller intervalsin b, until
convergenceis reachedat b = 3.5700 Feigenbaum[74] discoveredon a simple calculatorthat these
‘windows’ of periodicity convergeat a universal rate.Let b~be the valueof b at which a cycle of period
2~is shedoff. Thenthe ratio of two succeedingintervalsis more and moreaccuratelydescribedby

=6=4.669... (4.2.3)

as n increases.Using this expressionone may derive

b~= b—c6’~. (4.2.4)

In the mappingof eq. (4.2.1) c = 2.661. . . andbc,. = 3.5700. . . . ThisFeigenbaumsequencehasturnedout
to be a universal sequencefor the period doubling bifurcationsin all sortsof problems! b0. and c are
dependenton the problem one is concerned with but 6 is a universal constant for dissipative
mappings—i.e.differenceequations,with the absolutevalueof the Jacobiansmallerthan unity, that are
consequentlyarea contracting. Many Feigenbaumsequenceshave been discoverednumerically and
experimentally.Referencesto a whole forest of Feigenbaumein all sortsof situationsaregiven in [75].

An importantconclusionthat has beenmadein the studyof Feigenbaumsequencesis that full—i.e.
largescale— chaossetsin beyondthepoint of convergenceof the sequence.Thus onemay predict large
scale chaos knowing only the values of the forcing parametersbelonging to the first two periodic
bifurcations:given the values of 6 (a universalconstant),b1 and b2 (problem dependent),b. can easily
be calculatedwith eq. (4.2.4).

4.3. Strangeattractorsand turbulence

Turbulenceis a phenomenonthat is encounteredin dissipativefluids andgasesunderstrongexternal
forcing. When the forcing is stoppedall motion finally dampsout andthe systemsettlesdown in its rest
state. Under moderateexternal forcing the system settles down in a steady state: for example
convectivecells in the Rayleigh—Bénardexperiment.This settlingdown is an exampleof insensitivityto
initial data. It doesnot matterat which statethe systemis in the beginningof the experiment,its final
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state is always the same.Sometimesthe situation is slightly morecomplicatedbecausethereis more
than onefinal statefor a given forcing and eachfinal stateattracts a wholeset of initial states.Within
such a set insensitivity to initial dataremainshowever.

Attractors are mathematicalobjectsthat may describesuch situations.In sections2 and3 thereare
manyexamplesof point- andperiodic attractors.Theseattractorsexhibit insensitivity to initial datajust
as dissipativefluids. Static solutionsthat are unstable— all the dottedcurvesin section 2— are called
‘repellors’ or ‘separatrices’.These objectsshow sensitivity to initial data. Two points separatedby a
separatrix,no matterhow small their initial distances,always end up at a finite distancein the phase
space— andin real space!Turbulenceis an exampleof a phenomenonthat is highly sensitiveto initial
data,but the situationin turbulentfluids is much morecomplicatedthan the examplesin section2, in
which thereis alwaysa finite numberof separatrices.Two points atan infinitesimaldistance,but further
located arbitrarily in the phasespaceare unlikely to be separatedby a separatrix.In turbulent fluids,
however,any two randomlychosensetsof initial data divergeas time goes on. Does that mean that
thereis an infinite numberof generalisedseparatrices?

On the other hand it seemsthat not all possiblestatesare realised in a turbulent fluid. On the
averageturbulent fluids look “alike”, whatever the initial conditionsmight have been. Hence the
systemprobablystill hassomeattractingpropertiesand shouldbe describedby an attractor.Moreover,
the fluid hasrecognizableattractingstatesfor all situationsexceptturbulenceandtheseattractingstates
areessentiallyconnectedwith dissipation,so it would seemreasonableto expectsomeattractorbeing
relatedwith turbulence.

Thus,what one is looking for, is somemathematicalobject to accountfor turbulence,which is an
attractorbut at the sametime exhibitssensitivity to initial dataandtherebyis a repellor.

That such an object might exist can be madeplausibleby an analogywith an object of the “real”
world: the labyrinth. Peoplewho get into a labyrinth never come out — if it is a good labyrinth— and
therebythe labyrinth resemblesan attractor.On the other hand,onceinside, the pathof eachperson
becomeshighly chaotic and two personsentering through the same gate might follow completely
differentpathways.In the long run eachpersonwill visit almost every point in the labyrinth, so some
mustbe able to get out (we note that alsoin strangeattractorssome,but only very few, orbitscan leave
the attractor,see Rabinovitch [76]).The distribution of many personsin the labyrinth will be a nice
smoothfunction after sometime, evenwhenthey all startedat the sameplace at the sametime.

The first strangeattractorin the literaturecomesfrom the field of meteorologyandwas discoveredin
1963 by Lorenz [77]in a pioneeringpaperon non-staticnon-periodicsolutions.TheLorenzsystemwas
basedon equationsintroduced by Saltzmann[78] who was investigatingconvection in the earth’s
atmosphere.The derivation of the Lorenz equationsis a nice exampleof the way ‘ad hoc’ equations
originatein the practiceof researchand thereforethe derivationwill be repeatedin somedetail here.

Saltzmannapproximatedthe atmosphereas a fluid of uniform depth H and with a temperature
difference~T betweenupperandlower boundary.The horizontalextentof the fluid is assumedto be
muchlargerthanH and further it is assumedthat all motionsareparallelto the x,z-planeandthat no
variationsalongthe y-axisoccur.Gravity is directedalongthe z-axis.Theseassumptionscombinedwith
the fluid assumptionof constantdensity imply that the fluid velocity may be derivedfrom a stream
function

V~=a~p/az; V2=—ôi/i/ôx. (4.3.1)

Note, however, that strict application of the assumptionof constantdensity would eliminate the
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possibilityof convection,for convectionis basedon the Archimedesforce dueto the densitydifferences
betweencool andhot bubblesof a fluid. In the Oberbeck—Boussinesqapproximationsthe temperature
dependenceof the density is taken into account in the gravity term only and thus the theoretical
advantageof the constantdensityassumptionis retained. This approximationwas derivedby Spiegel
and Veronis in 1960 to study stellar convection [79] (seealso Busse [32] for a discussionand further
references).Using the stream function and the Oberbeck—Boussinesqapproximation, Saltzmann
reducedthe governinghydrodynamicalequationsto the form

— a(~,V2~)~V~t~i+ga~
at a(x,z)

= — a +~——+ KV2O. (4.3.2)

at a(x,z) H ax

Herethe first termson the right handsidesare Jacobians

(433)

a(x, z) — ax az az ax

and0 is the departureof thetemperaturefrom that in the staticstate,in which the energyis transferred
through conduction.The constantsg, a, and K denote respectively the accelerationof gravity, the
coefficient of thermalexpansion,the kinematicviscosity and the thermalconductivity. ~ andV2çII are
assumedto vanishat both boundaries.

The eqs.(4.3.2)havea steadystatesolution0 = = 0 that becomesunstableas the Rayleighnumber

R = gcrH3 ~TIvK (4.3.4)

exceedsthe critical value

R~= 1T4(1 + a2)3/a2. (4.3.5)

As R surpassesthis valueconvectionsets in. The coefficient a in R~determinesthe “flatness” of the
convectiverolls that originate.When a2 = ~, R. reachesits minimumvalue,657.51.

Saltzmannreplacedthe partial differential eqs. (4.3.2) by an infinite set of ordinary differential
equationsby expressingt

1li and0 as Fourierseriesin x andz with thecoefficientsas functionsof t alone.
(A completelyanalogousprocedurehasbeenfollowed in the example of section 3.3.) The non-linear
termscontainingproductsof trigonometricfunctionswere replacedby sumsof trigonometricfunctions
andthis madeit possibleto equatethe coefficientsof the Fourier termsseparately.Lorenz in his paper
madethe drasticapproachof consideringonly the following terms

a 2 = XV2 sin(irax/H) sin(n-z/H)
1+a K

IT = Y \/2 cos(ITax/H)sin(irz/H) — Z sin(2ITz/H). (4.3.6)
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Thus X(t) representsthe convective overturning, and Y(t) and Z(t) represent respectively the
horizontaland vertical temperaturevariations.Theseexpressionsaresubstitutedin eqs. (4.3.2)and all
the other Fourier componentsthan thosein the expressionsaboveareignored. The resultingexpres-
sionsare so-called‘truncatedmode’ equations:

X=-crX+ crY

Y=bX—Y—XZ (4.3.7)

Z-XY-aZ.

Thedimensionlesstime is

r = ir2(1 + a2)Kt/H2 (4.3.8)

andthe dot denotesdifferentiationwith respectto ‘r. u = p/K is the Prandtlnumber,a = 4/(1 + a2) and
the forcing parameterrepresentsthe Rayleigh number: b = RIR~.In the following I will use the
parametervalues o- = 10 anda = 8/3, correspondingwith a2 = ~. It can be shown that the neglectof all
but threeFouriercomponentsis incorrect for largevalues of the RayleighnumberR, see McLaughlin
and Martin [80], but the Lorenz equationshaveneverthelessbecomea sort of ‘Rosettastone’ in the
rapidly expandingfield of strangeattractorsandturbulence.The equationsshow up in the description
of a numberof physical systems,also in astrophysics(seesection4.5). For a short descriptionand
referenceto physicalmodelsleadingto the Lorenzequations,seeYorke andYorke [73]. Sparrow[81]
hasrecentlywritten an extensiveandtransparantbook dedicatedsolely to the Lorenzequations,from a
mathematicalpoint of view. He also treatssolutionsfor other valuesof the parametersa- anda than
the usualones.

The model eqs. (4.3.7) are againvery simple, containa forcing parameter,and can easily be solved
numerically. The system is truly dissipative in the sensethat its volume in phase space shrinks
continuously.The expansionrateof avolume element~V = 8X 6Y~Z in phasespaceis given by

id oXoYoZ
—_(~V)_+_—+——rr —(a + 1+u)<0. (4.3.9)

Yet the solutionsdo not settledown to a staticor periodic state.An exampleof a solutionfor b = 28

andthe origin as initial value is given in fig. 4.4. The non-periodicityof this solution is reflectedin fig.
4.5 which showsthe Fourierspectrumof X(t): the spectrumis clearlysmooth.Sensitivity to initial data
is shown in fig. 4.6. The position of a large set of pointsis projectedinto a plane.These points had
startedveryclosetogether(within the resolutionof the figure) 27.7time unitsof eqs.(4.3.7)earlier but in
the figure they fill the whole spaceof this ‘butterfly’ attractor.The non-periodicity and sensitivity to
initial data causeall the time dependentcorrelationfunctionsbetweenvariablesto decayto zero as
t —~ ~, just asin the experimentson turbulence.

As in the precedingexamplesof thisreview thereis a tunableparameterb in the Lorenzequations
that determinesthe natureof the solutions.It is easilyverified that for b < 1 the origin is an attractor.
At b = 1 a bifurcationoccursandtwo additionalstaticsolutionsdevelop.When b becomeslargerthan
24.74no stablestaticsolution remainsandthe solution is chaotic,such as in the examplethat hasbeen
given for b = 28. In the region 24.06< b <24.71thereseemsto be an analogonof the subcriticalHopf
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Fig. 4.4. A perspectiveview of a solutionof theLorenzequations(4.3.7) with h = 28, a- = 11) anda = 8/3. This figure is from Ruelle [115].Courtesy
of Ia Réchercheand D. Ruelle.

Fig. 4.5. The Fourierspectrumof thevariableX(t) in a solutionof the Lorenzequationswith the sameparametervalues as in fig. 4.5.

bifurcation. In this parameterrangethereare two stable static solutions— point attractors— coexisting
with solutionsthat oscillateirregularly forever.Eachsolutionhasits ‘basin of attraction’,that is a region
in phasespacein which all orbits are attracted.

In autonomousdifferential equations— i.e. equationswithout explicit time dependence— strange
attractorsappearfirst whenthereare threedegreesof freedom,just as the periodic attractororiginates
in two dimensions.At presentit is impossibleto tell whethertherewill be yet other typesof attractors
in higher dimensions.That threedimensionsis the absoluteminimum for a strangeattractorfollows
from the Poincaré—Bendixsontheorem [83], which statesthat for two degreesof freedom the only
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Fig. 4.6. The projection into a planeof the positionsof 3072 points at t = 27.7 (in the units of eq. (4.3.8))that all had started at the samepoint within
the resolution of this figure at t = 0. Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 are from D. Farmer et al. [1161.Courtesyof the New York Academy of Sciencesand the
authors.

attractorsare point attractorsandperiodic attractors.An overview of the typesof attractorsdiscussed
in thisreview is given in table 1.

Therearemanytypesof strangeattractorsin betweensimple limit cyclesandtruly chaoticattractors.
Many attractorsgive overall oscillatory solutionswhich seemto be disturbedby some noise only.
Hellemanprefersto reservethe word aperiodicattractorsfor theseobjects[82].Othersdisplayasmuch
noise as oscillatory behaviourand some are chaotic with only somereminiscenceof periodicity. A
continuoustransitionfrom periodicityto chaostakesplacein the Rösslerequations[84]as their tunable
parameteris increased,

(4.3.10)

~ =0.4+xz—8.5z.

Figure4.7 displaysthe projectionof a solution in the x,y-planetogetherwith the Fourierspectrafor
increasing values of b. This may be comparedwith the power spectra for the velocity in the

Table 1
Schemeof attractors

Number of independent variables Type of attractor Type of solution
= dimension of phasespace

1 point attractor stable static
equilibrium

2 periodic attractor stableoscillation:
(and point attractor) limit cycle

3 strangeattractor chaos:
(and point attractor — sensitivityto
plus periodic initial data
attractor) — aperiodicity
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Fig. 4.7. A perspectiveview of thesolutionsof theRösslerequationsand the correspondingFourierspectraof thevariable x(t). For b = (1.15 (A),
0.17 (B), 0.18 (C), 0.19 (D), 0.20 (E), 0.30 (F). From D. Farmeret al. 11161. Courtesyof the New York Academyof Sciencesandtheauthors.
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Fig. 4.8. Fourier spectraof thevelocity in the Rayleigh—Bénardexperimenton water. R is the Rayleigh number. R0 is the Rayleigh numberat
which thestatic solution disappears.This figure is from J.P. Gollub, S.V. Bensonand J. Steinman164]. Courtesyof the New York Academyof
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Rayleigh—Bénardexperimenton water(Gollub etal. [64]),depictedin fig. 4.8. As the Rayleighnumber
(R) in the fluid increases,more and more periods bifurcate— analogousto the period doubling
sequencesin the one-dimensionalmappings in the previous section—andat the same time the
amplitudeof the smoothpart of the spectrumincreases,until full turbulenceis reachedin fig. 4.8e.
Upon loweringthe Rayleighnumber,fig. 4.8f, to a previousvalue— that of fig. 4.8c— the old situationis
not restored:the spectrumremains‘noisier’ thanbefore anda new periodf’ hasemanated.

The Rösslerequationsabovehaveno physicalrelation with the Rayleigh—Bénardexperimentand
the similaritiesin the evolution of the Fourierspectraare not morethan a mathematicalsimulacrum.
However,it is now generallyfelt that thereis a connectionbetweenturbulenceandstrangeattractors
and thereforethat turbulenceis a phenomenonthat may alreadyoccur in systemswith only three
degreesof freedom.The routeto chaosdescribedabove—asequenceof period doubling bifurcations
convergingat an accumulationpoint, followed by aperiodicbehaviour— is one of the many possible
routesto turbulence.Another possibility which is less well supportedby experimentsis the onsetof
chaosafteronly a few bifurcationsas in the RuelleandTakensscenario[67].

An importantgoalof contemporaryresearchlies in verifying that the propertiesof strangeattractors
(sensitivityto initial dataandaperiodicity)are indeedpropertiesof the systemin study,that arecarried
over to the truncatedmode equationsand that despite of the usually drastic approximationsthese
propertiesare not introduced somewherein the derivation. In particular the relation betweenthe
truncatedmode equationsandtheoriginalpartial differentialequationsis of interest.

The first ‘missing link’ hasrecentlybeenfound by Moore, Toomre,Knobloch andWeiss [85] in the
study of two-dimensionalthermosolutalconvection in an incompressiblefluid. These authorshave
numerically solved the governing hydrodynamicalpartial differential equations and they clearly
reproduceda sequenceof period doubling bifurcationsfollowed by chaos.

Moreover,they foundgreatsimilarity betweentheir solutionsand earlier truncatedmode solutions
of the samesystem (Knobloch and Weiss [86])even though it can be shown that the truncatedmode
equationsarenot alwaysvalid approximationsto the partial differentialequations.

Now I return to the question of the connection between difference equationsand differential
equations.Considerthe motion of a point in three-dimensionalphasespacegovernedby somesystem
of differential equations.The problemmay be reducedby consideringonly the intersectionof the
trajectorywith agiven planein phasespace,for exampletheplanez= 0. Eachintersectionof the plane
andthe trajectory— if thereis one— hascoordinates(x~+1,Yn±i,0) andis completelydeterminedby the
coordinatesof the nth iteration,becausethe future trajectoryof the point in phasespaceis completely
determinedwhen the initial set of coordinatesis given. Hencetheremust exist a transformation

x,,+1 = f(x~,yn), y~+1= g(x~,y~) (4.3.11)

that containsenoughinformation to decidewhetherthe solutionto the original equationsis chaoticor
regular.Thesemappingsare calledPoincaré-or returnmappings.Thereal problemof courseis finding
the functionsf and g and in general this cannot be done.The alternativeapproachis to define a
mappingof the typeof eq. (4.3.11)andthenstudydirectly its properties.Theobviousadvantageof this
approachis that the problem is reducedto one that can be solved on any programmablepocket
calculator.The disadvantageis that thereis an enormousdistancenow betweenthe original problem
andthe differenceequationsat hand.

The first authorsto considerthe approachof defininga mappingwereHénonandHeiles in 1964 [871,
in a paperthat will be discussedin the nextsection.Hénon[88] alsointroduceda mappingthat shares
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someremarkablepropertieswith the Lorenz systemof equations

x~+1=y~+1—ax~,y~+1=bx~. (4.3.12)

Firstly this mappinghasa constantJacobianwith the value—b, which accordingto Hénon is the natural
counterpartof the constantdivergencein the Lorenzequations(eq. (4.3.9)). For b~< 1 the mappingis
also area-contractingand somesort of attractormay be expected.

Secondly,the deformationwith time of a volume in phasespacein the Lorenzsystemthat hasbeen
found in numericalsolutionsis carefully simulatedby the Hénon equations.In his paperHénon has
shownfurther that the eqs. (4.3.12)arealsothe mostgeneralquadraticmappingwith constantJacobian.

By solving eqs. (4.3.12) numerically Hénon observedthat the solutions tend towards a strange
attractorand exhibit the usual correspondingbehaviour.The structureof the attractorin the two-
dimensionalplane is such that a portion of it upon magnification shows a similar form as its
surroundings:eachapparentcurve is madeup of an infinity of quasi-parallelcurves. Seefig. 4.9.

This resultgives an important clue to the questionof the dimensionalityof strangeattractors.The
absolutevalue of the Jacobianof the presentexample (b = 0.3) and its counterpartin the Lorenz
equationsshow that a volume in phasespaceis continuouslyshrinking. Yet the solutions of both
Hénon’sand Lorenz’ equationsdo not seemto tend towardsa manifold of lower dimensionalitythan
the phasespace,as for examplehappenswhen point- or periodic attractorsare present.Insteadthey
seemto fill a finite portion of phasespacebut as fig. 4.9 showsprobably not in a continuousmanner.
Looselyspeakingthe dimensionalityof the Lorenzattractoris somewherebetween2 and3, that of the
Hénonattractorbetween1 and 2.

Mathematicalobjectswith similar propertiesareknown as Cantorsetsand an examplemay clarify
the notion. Considera straight line segment.Divide the line in three equalparts and ‘take out’ the
middle part.Repeatthis procedureat the remainingfirst andlast part. And so on ad infinitum. - - The
remainingstructureis a Cantorset.It containsuncountablymanypoints, is not continuousandis only
‘dense’ at certainpoints. The structurealso repeatsitself at each scale level. The analogywith the
Hénon attractoris evident.

The difference between a strangeattractorand the ordinary point and periodic attractorsis the
sensitivity to initial data in the former. This is indeedcausedby generalisedseparatriceswithin the
attractingpart of phasespaceas was suggestedabove.Hellemangives a very lucid explanationof this
[82]. He showsthat in strangeattractorsthereareinfinitely long separatrices,intersectingeachotherin
infinitely manypoints,while ‘miraculouslyfolding awaytheir loopsandplies within the strangebandsof
the attractor’. Hence every two pointswithin the attractorare separatedby the ubiquitousseparatrices
and therebyhavecompletelydifferent trajectoriesin phasespace.Thus, for the non-lineargourmet a
strangeattractoris a spaghettiof separatrices.

Putting b = 0 in eqs. (4.3.12) and applying a simple linear transformationone finds back the
first-order difference equationof section 4.2, known as the ‘logistic’ equation,which is still a further
simplification,mappingaline segmentonto itself. Yet, still thesystemhaschaoticsolutionsfor a certain
parameterrange.

At this point it is worthwhile consideringhow far we haveactuallygonefrom the original problem.
Considerconvectionof afluid betweenparallelplates,which by itself is a very roughphysicalmodel for
the earth’satmosphere.The interactionof the particlesin the fluid shouldbe describedby an ordinary
differential equationfor eachparticle, including all the physical interactionsplus the influenceof the
physical boundaries.This system,which is untractablebecauseof the large amountof particlesinvolved,
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Fig. 4.9. The Hénonattractor.Each dot representsone interation of eq. (4.3.12)for theparametervaluesb = 0.3 and a = 1.4. Magnification of a
portion of the attractor— clockwise from upper left — shows thesamestructureat increasinglydeeperlevels. From M. Hénon [88]. Courtesyof
Communicationsin MathematicalPhysicsandtheauthor.

is then replacedby a set of partial differential equations,treating the fluid as a continuum.From this
systemthenonly the interactionof the leadingFouriercomponentsin spaceis consideredwhich results
in truncatedmode equations,in this casethe Lorenz equations.The neglectof all but threeFourier
terms is known to be incorrect in many cases(seeabove,ref. [80]) but important propertiesof the
solutionsmaybe preservedaswas shownfor a similar systemof equationsby Moore etal. [85],seethe
discussionabove. Subsequentlya Poincaré mapping is defined that mimics the truncatedmode
equationsas well as possible and eventually this two-dimensionalmapping is reducedto the one-
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dimensional‘logistic’ equation.Under all thosetransformationsthe qualitiesof sensitivity to initial data
andaperiodicity arepreserved.It is the intrinsic non-linearitythat carriesthesepropertiesalong.

In conclusionof thissectionaboutstrangeattractorsandchaoticbehaviourI makea historicalnote.
In experimental investigationsof electrical circuits during the second world war Cartwright and
Littlewood foundchaoticbehaviour.This was the motivationfor them to study the solutionsof the Van
der Pol equation under periodic external forcing. (The Van der Pol equation describeselectrical
circuits.) In 1945, Cartwright andLittlewood publisheda paper[89] on the equation

y+k(1—y2)~+y=bAkcos(At+a) (k~’1). (4.3.13)

This is a second-ordernon-autonomousdifferential equation,but it is trivially transformedinto a
third-orderautonomousequationby introducinganew variable z = At andaddingthe equation

±=A. (4.3.14)

Chaotic behaviouris possiblefor this equationand is observedin numericalsolutions (see Gucken-
heimer [90]for a moreextensivedescription).However, the chaotic region is often not attractingand
mostorbits endup in stablelimit cycles,which are phaselockedwith the driving term, i.e. the period of
the oscillationis an integermultiple of the driving period.Most of the interestwas directedto this last
phenomenonandthe importanceof the possibility of chaoshaselapsedthe physical andmathematical
communityfor more than25 years!The resultsof Lorenz in 1963 [77] alsoremainedlargely unnoticed
until the paperby RuelleandTakensin 1971 [67]. At that time even theselatter authorsdid not know
of Lorenz’ work.

4.4. Chaosin conservativesystems

In conservativesystemsthe possibility of chaoticsolutionshasbeenknown for even a longer time.
Poincaré[91] and Einstein [92] publishedpaperson the subject in 1882 respectively 1917. They both
pointed attention to the relation between chaotic solutions and the non-existenceof analytically
expressableintegralsof motion, but apparentlythe physics communitywas not yet readyto appreciate
the full consequences.

The differencebetweenconservativesystemsanddissipativesystemssuch asthe onesin theprevious
sectionsis that in a conservativesystemthe volume in phasespaceis rigorouslyconserved.This implies
that there is at least one integral of motion. In the caseof Hamiltonian systemsthis is the energy.
Hamiltonian systemsare very important in astronomybecausethey describethe motions of stars in
clustersandgalaxies,the motions of the planetsandthe sun in the solarsystemandin generaln-body
systems(without tidal friction). In Hamiltonian systemsthereis always an evennumberof degreesof
freedombecausethe equationsof motion are second-orderdifferentialequationsin eachvariable.The
simplestcaseof a particlemoving in a one-dimensionalpotential is describedby an equationof motion
of the form

x = —aV(x)/ax (4.4.1)

where V(x) is the potential.The phasespaceof this problemis two-dimensional.The aboveequation
can alwaysbereducedto an integral,whenceit is said to be solvedanalytically. The resultis
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x(t)

~_~0= dx1 (4.4.2)
V2E — 2V(x1)

x(to)

with E denotingthe— conserved— energyof the motion.The trajectoryof theparticlein phasespaceis
completelycharacterisedby the velocity andthepositionof the particleat a given time (x and~),which
alsoyield the energy.

A slightly more complicatedset of equations,which should bewell known to most astronomers,is
that of the motion of a pointparticlein agravitationalfield in threedimensions,for examplethemotion
of the earth in the sun’s gravitation field. In dimensionlessform and Cartesiancoordinatesit is
describedby

= —xj(x~+ x2
2 + x~f’

2 (i = 1, 2, 3). (4.4.3)

This set of equationsmaybe solvedanalyticallyandyields five integrals— energy,the threecomponents
of the angularmomentumandthe direction of the perihelion— which completelydescribethe motion in
phasespace, and in real space.The position of the planet is then found given the time of the last
perihelion passageor the position at any other time. Although eqs. (4.4.3) form a sixth-ordersystem
thereis not the leasthint of chaos.The trajectoriesin phasespaceareall neatlyclosedcurves,or runto
infinity.

I will now use an example that is of evenlower dimensionalitythan the one aboveto indicatethe
relation betweenchaosand the non-existenceof analytically expressableintegrals.The example was
publishedin 1964by HénonandHeiles [87]and it hasan astronomicalbackground.

Hénon and Heiles consideredthe motion of a test star in a galaxy under the influence of the
gravitationalpotentialfrom the otherstarsof the galaxy. In cylindrical coordinatesandwith U (r, 0, z)
denotingthe gravitationalpotential,the equationsof motion for the teststarare

2 = —AU/az

r= —aU/ar+ rO2 (4.4.4)

ioU 2té
— r200 r -

The gravitational potential is assumedsymmetric around the z-axis (OU/o0 = 0) and hencetwo
integralsof motion can be found: the total energyandthe z-componentof the angularmomentum

E= U(r,z)+~(t2+r2O2+±2)

L~r29. (4.4.5)

The second integral may be used to reduce the problem to a two-dimensionalform. After the
introductionof a new potential

V(r,z)= U(r,z)+L~/2r2 (4.4.6)
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the equationsof motion reduceto

ë=—OV/Or, 2=—aV/Oz. (4.4.7)

Apparentlythe problemconsideredis completelyequivalentto that of the motion of a particlein a
plane with an arbitrary potential V. Hénon and Heiles chose the following potential for a detailed
study.They assumedthat it was atypical exampleof the generalcase(x andy replacer and z)

V(x, y) = ~(x2+ y2)+ x2y — y3/3. (4.4.8)

The remainingintegral is the energy,in the presentnotation

E=~2+
3?

2)+V(x,y). (4.4.9)

This equationcan be used to eliminate one of the remaining variables,for instancex, and thus the
equationsof motion are reducedto a third-ordersystemwith a tunableparameterE, by which means
the ‘standard’form of the previoussection is recovered.The resultingequationsare

dy/dt=~

~
2~2+~

2+y2+~y3_2E (4.4.10)

di’ 2y+l

dx/dt= ~V(j2+~2+y2+~y3_2E)(2y+ 1).

The sign in the expressiondi/dt changesas the right handsidebecomeszero,providedthat the second
derivativeof x is not zero at the sametime.

In contrastwith the equationsof the previoussection this systemof equationsis not dissipative,i.e.
a volume elementin phasespacedoesnot shrink continuously.Hence there are no attractorsin this
problem, but this does not exclude the existenceof separatricesand accordingly the possibility of
sensitivity to initial dataand non-periodicorbits (seeHellemanfor an extensivediscussion[82]).

Figure 4.10 shows the resultsof the numericalcalculations.Eachdot in the figure representsthe
intersectionof a trajectorywith the planey, y.For the lowestenergy,E = 1/12, severaltrajectorieswith
different initial conditionshavebeenused.Eachtrajectory tends to remainon a closedcurve in the
y,~-plane,indicating that it is confinedto a torus in phasespace.This would meanthat thereis a third
integralof motion that determinesthesetori, For a slightly higher energy,E = 1/8, sometori seem to
remain,but chaoticregionsbecomeevident.The randomdotsbetweenthe islandaregeneratedby one
orbit. At E = ~the dots representthe trajectory of one point. Apart from some very small persistent
islandsthe motion is now truly chaotic. For E > /, the equipotentiallines open and the test star can
escapeto infinity.

It is curiousthat for small valuesof the energya third integral of motion seemsto exist although a
well-known theoremof Poincaré[91] in 1892 claims the non-existenceof an analyticalthird integralof
motion.Gustavson[93]derivedanexpressionfor thethird integralasapowerseriesin thevariables,but the
convergenceof theseriescannotbeproven.For smallvaluesof E Gustavson’sresultspredictcorrectlythe
numericallycalculatedtori in fig. 4.10,but thecorrespondencegraduallyworsensas theenergyincreases.
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Fig. 4.10. The solutions of the Hénon—Heilesequations(4.4.10) in the y,y-plane. Each dot representsthe intersection of an orbit and the plane.
The dots at E = 1/6 are generatedby one orbit. This figure is from F. Gustavson [93].Courtesy of the Astronomical Journal.

Thesuddenappearanceof chaoticregionsin phasespaceasE increasesfurthercannotbe explainedat all
with thispowerseries.It is tempting,however,to identify thisonsetof stochasticitywith thebreakdownof
the convergenceof the powerseries.

In the Hénon—Heilessystem,just as in dissipativesystems,the transitionfrom order to chaostakes
place as the magnitudeof the tunableparameter—theenergyof the test star in this case—isincreased.
This hasinterestingconsequencesfor the motionsof starsin galaxies.The motion of low energystarsis
likely to be confinedto someperiodic orbit, while high energystarsmaywanderaroundunpredictably
in the galaxy. Since the stars in a galaxy probably havesomesmoothenergydistribution order and
chaosareexpectedto coexist.

4.5. Applicationsin astronomy

As far as conservativesystemsare concernedone can hardly speakof applicationsof methodsof
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non-linear dynamics since some of the pioneeringwork on chaoticbehaviourcomesfrom the study of
stellar systems.The Hénon—Heilesequationshave becomethe canonical example of the onset of
stochasticityin statisticalmechanics.Sincenon-linearstellardynamicshasbecomea full grown field of
astronomyI cannotdo it justice in just a few sentencesandthereforeI refer to a review on ‘Integrable
andstochasticbehaviourin dynamicalastronomy’,by Contopoulos[94].

Strangeattractorsarise in dissipativesystemsunderexternal forcing, for examplewith an external
source of energy. The solar magnetic field is an example of such a system in which magnetic field is
continuouslydissipatedor expelled into interplanetaryspace,while it is regenerated by the dynamo-
action.

Zel’dovich and Ruzmaikin [95] have recently produced a simple extensionof the usual kinematic
dynamoequationsto a form which alsodescribesthe non-linearsuppressionof theso-calleda effect by
the Lorentz forces in the convection zone.The resulting equationsare exactly the Lorenz equations
describedin section 4.3 and for the parametervalues appropriate for the solar case the model
successfullyreproducesthe ‘noisy’ 11-yearcycle in sunspotnumber,the field reversalat theendof each
cycle and the periods of reducedsolar magneticactivity, such as the Maunder,Sporerand Mediaeval
minima (Eddy [96 and97]).

The apparent‘noisyness’ of the solar cycle—i.e. the small variationsin amplitude and period of the
sunspotnumbercycle — as well as the periodsof reducedactivity are not well explainedby the standard
strictly periodic solutions,which result from the linear dynamoequations,but theyarisenaturally when
the solar cycle is described in terms of a strangeattractor,or, morespecifically, a Lorenz attractor.

In the following I will briefly sketch the derivation of the model equations of Zel’dovich and
Ruzmaikin.For a thoroughdescriptionof the dynamotheory I refer to recent reviewsby Weiss[98]and
Priest [99].

The full dynamoproblemconsistsof solving the inductionequation

3B/Ot=VX(vXB)+~iB (4.5.1)

andthe momentumequation

pdv/dt—Vp—pg+jxB (4.5.2)

togetherwith an appropriateenergyequationandthe continuityequation.HereB is the magneticfield,
v the plasma velocity, p the density and p the pressure,while j representsthe current, g the
gravitationalaccelerationand ~j the resistivity. Closureof the system is obtainedby using the gas law
and theremainingMHD equations

V.B=0 (4.5.3)

j=—1-—VxB. (4.5.4)
4’T

Usually only the kinematic dynamo problem is considered,which consistsof solving the induction
equation(4.5.1) for a given velocity field.

In the models for the solar dynamo frequently axisymmetry is assumed(thj = 0) togetherwith
constantdensity,which reducesthe continuityequationto

V~v=0. (4.5.5)
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It is convenientto split the velocity field in poloidal andtoroidal components

v = (va, vp). (4.5.6)

An appropriategaugefor axisymmetricB is

B=B~+Vx(A~). (4.5.7)

The vanishingdivergenceof thevelocity field is used to write the toroidal componentof the equationas

OB~,,/Ot+ rv~V(B4,/r) = rB~~V(v4,/r)+ ~(ii — 1/r
2)B

4, (4.5.8)

The first term on the right handside showshow ashearin angularvelocity resultsin the conversionof
toroidal field into poloidal field, the so-calledw-effect (w = vd,/r). For the poloidalcomponentonefinds

= {V X (v X B)~+~7{~iB}~ (4.5.9)

where{. . .}~,meansthe poloidal componentof the vectorbetweenbrackets.With (4.5.3)and(4.5.7) this
yields

V x(~~)= {V x (v xB)}~-~~{(Vx (V X B)}~ (4.5.10)

which, becauseof axisymmetry,reducesto

= (v xB) ~ — ~[V X {V X (A~)}]. + c(t). (4.5.11)

c(t) is an arbitraryfunction. Choosingc(t) = 0 andfurtherworking out thisexpressiononefinds

(4.5.12)
Ot r \ r

21

Thisequationshowsno poloidal field is generatedfrom toroidal field andconsequently(4.5.12) implies
that the whole magnetic field decaysaway,becauseof the diffusion terms on the right hand sides of
(4.5.8) and (4.5.12). Therefore in a strictly axisymmetricmedium no dynamois possible,which is the
essenceof Cowling’s theorem[100].Note that the incompressibilityhasnot beenusedin the derivation
of eq. (4.5.12)so the theoremis quite universal.

For the solar dynamoproblemthis neednot causeconcernbecausethe cellular convection in the
solar interior results in a non-axisymmetricvelocity field. Parker [101] was the first to proposea
mechanismfor the conversionof toroidal to poloidal flux by consideringa rising cell of plasmain the
convectionzone. As the cell rises it expandsand starts to rotate becauseof the Coriolis force. This
twisting motionconvertspoloidal field lines to toroidal ones.In sinkingcells the senseof rotationdueto
the Coriolis force is reversedandthe generatedtoroidal field is of oppositedirection.Consequentlythe
net effect of rising and sinking motionswould averageout if thesemotions were symmetric.There is
howeveran importantasymmetrybecauseof the stratification:rising cells expand,while falling cells
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contract.Hencethereexistsa mechanismfor convertingtoroidal field lines to poloidal onesin the solar
convection zone. The rate of generationof poloidal field is proportional to the toroidal field and
thereforeParkermodelledthe effect by addinga term proportionalto B,1, at the right handsideof eq.
(4.5.12)

aB~+~(~i_-~)A. (4.5.13)

This extra term describesthe so-calleda-effect: it presentsthe meanelectric field over many cells.
Thereforethe vector potentialA and toroidal B,1, in eqs. (4.5.8) and (4.5.13) from now also represent
averagesover a suitable lengthscaleof manyconvectioncells.Thereexist alternativewaysto generate
the a effect, but the magnitudeof the constanta alwaysdependson the value of the helicity of the
velocity field: v.(Vx v). There is also an a-effect for the conversionof poloidal field to toroidal field,
but for the solar casethis effect is presumablymuch smallerthan the w-effect and thereforeit will be
neglectedhere. For further referenceon the derivation of the kinematic dynamoequationssee the
reviews mentioned above, [98]and [99].

The kinematicdynamoequations(4.5.8)and (4.5.13)are linear in the magneticfield andmay possess
wave-likesolutionswhich can accountfor the oscillation in sunspotnumbers(the 11-yearcycle), for the
field reversalevery 11 yearandfor the drift towardsthe equatorof the sunspotbelts(Sporer’slaw).

A problemfor thesetypesof wavesis that they are decayingwhen a is smallerthen a critical value
a~,growing without bound when a> a~and have constant, but undetermined,amplitude when
a = a~ (see Parker[102]).Usually this is resolved by assumingan effective a which dependson the
amplitudeof the oscillation,for examplelike

a=a0—CB
2. (4.5.14)

When the amplitude of the oscillation becomestoo large a is reducedbelow its critical value so the
amplitude decaysagain and vice-versa.Actually this is a first attempt to model the effects of the
non-lineartermsin the momentumequations(4.5.2): dueto the feedbackof the Lorentz force on the
velocity field the convectionis suppressedand so is the a effect. A more subtle approachis found by
studyingthe momentumequationin detail. The fact that this equationcontainsthe first-orderderivative
of the velocity field implies that it takessometime for the Lorentz forceto slow down the convection.
Thereforesincea dependsdirectly on the helicity of the velocity field, insteadof usinga relation like
(4.5.14)one may considera relationlike

= f(a, B, -..) (4.5.15)

with f a function to be determined,which accountsfor the time neededto slow down convection.The
(non-linear)term whichcausesthe slow-downof convectionis the accelerationdueto the Lorentz force,
which maybe roughly modelledas

ai~AB,,,/4~rpL2 (4.5.16)

wherep is the densityandL the depthof theconvectionzone. Introducing~ asthe departureof a from
its linear value (with FL = 0) Zel’dovich and Ruzmaikin assumethat a satisfiesan equationof a very
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simple type

= —~/r~.+ AB,1,/4irpL
2 (4.5.17)

with Ta the adjustmenttime scale,which accountsboth for the reductionin a dueto the Lorentzforce
in theconvectionzoneandfor thefinite timeneededfor adjustment.This lastequationis still an ad-hoc
equation,but eq. (4.5.15) has really beenderivedby consideringquasi-isotropicturbulencetogether
with “kinetic” (field independent)helicity (Pouquetet al. [103] andKliorin andRuzmaikin [104]).Eq.
(4.5.17)may then be consideredas a first-orderexpansionof the full equation(4.5.15).

The next step in the analysis of Zel’dovich and Ruzmaikin is the assumptionthat the poloidal
velocity field v~,is so small that the termscontainingit can beneglectedin the inductionequations.The
influence of the terms containing the spatial inhomogeneitiesof the field is roughly modeledby
introducingthreetime scales:r,

1, the diffusion time for the toroidal field, Tp the sametime scalefor the
poloidal field, and ‘1~,,,= 1/ui the time scalefor the ui-effect wherew is the rotation frequencyof the sun.
Hence

rB~.V(v,1,/r)~Aw/L (4.5.18)

— 1/r
2)B~’— B,,,/r,~

1, (4.5.19)

— 1/r
2)A ~ —A/rn. (4.5.20)

In the first substitutionthe further approximationIB~I= V xA~I AlL, hasbeenmade, whereL is
againthe depth of the convectionzone.

Thus we are left with threecoupledfirst-orderordinary differentialequations

= Aw/L — B,
1,/T4,

19A/Ot= a0B4,— ~B4,— A/i-n (4.5.21)

3~It9t= ~/Ta + AB4,/4irpL
2.

This systemsof equationsmay exactly be reduced to the Lorenz system (4.3.7) by the following
substitutions

X B
4, x (V4n.pL/rp)t

Y = Ax (\/4npL2/wr4,Tp)1

Z = x (L/wT4,r~)
t

t’t/r~, UTpIT
4,, aT~/T,,,,

b = aowT~r4,/L. (4.5.22)

We note that the remainingparametersu anda representratios of diffusion timeswhile the forcing
parameterb is just the non-dimensionaldynamonumberknownfrom linear theory (seeParker[102]).

The solutionsof the Lorenz equationswere discussedin section 4.3. With regard to the dynamo
problem the most interestingsolutions are thosefor which there exists a strangeattractor. As was
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shown in section 4.3 for b> 1 there are three static solutions: the origin and the points (x, y, z) =

(±\/a(b— 1), ±Va(b— 1), (b — 1)) which all turn unstableas b surpassesa certainthresholdvalue.The
solutionsin the strangeattractorregime exhibit a few rotationsaroundone of the staticpoints away
from theorigin andthen quickly shift to the other ‘wing’ of the ‘butterfly’ attractor— see fig. 4.4— where
theyrotate a few timesaroundtheotherstaticpoint beforequickly turning to the original ‘wing’ again.
Every oncein a while the solution lingersfor sometime aroundtheorigin (no sucheventis displayedin
fig. 4.4). It was shown by Rabinovich [76] that for certainvalues of the parametersa, u and b the
transitionsfrom one ‘wing’ to the other are quasi-periodicwhile the stay aroundthe origin takesplace
at irregular intervals and has a length of several periods. Zel’dovich and Ruzmaikin identify the
quasi-periodictransitionsfrom onewing to the otherwith the field reversalsin the sun onceaboutevery
11 years,the rapid oscillationsaroundthe static pointswith the variationsin sunspotnumberand the
irregularlingering of the solutionaroundthe origin with thegaps in the solarcycle, like the well-known
Maunder,Spörerand Mediaevalminima.

Theseresultsshow how the non-lineartermsin the momentumequationmay in principle accountfor
the irregularities in the solar cycle. In the terminologyset forth in the introduction this model is “ad
hoc”, since it containsno strict derivation. Its principal weaknessis that the exact values of the time
scales r4,, T~and Ta are not very well determined,only their ordersof magnitudeare. Therefore it is
interesting,but maybenot meaningful,to play with theseparametersin order to reproduceobservables
like the 22-yearperiodicity or the durationof the Maunderminimum.The next stepin the theorywould
be to determinethe relevant time scalesmore accuratelyeither from theory,numericalcalculationsor
observablequantitiesin order to checkwhetherthe model gives the correct result for the parameter
values thusderived.

Cattaneoet al. [105]have obtainedsimilar resultswith a simple parameterisedmean field dynamo
model which includes the effect of the reduction of the differential rotation by the Lorentz force.
Therefore,while Zel’dovich and Ruzmaikinmodel the suppressionof the a-effect,theseauthorsmodel
the suppressionof the ui-effect. The model consistsof seven coupled non-linearordinary differential
equations.As the dynamonumberincreasesthe solutionsof the equationschangefrom static to strictly
periodic andfinally to chaotic.The chaoticsolutionsshow againa basicimperfectcyclicity with periods
of reducedactivity. Cattaneoet al. concludethat Maunderminima are a characteristicfeatureof a wide
classof non-lineardynamos.

It is interesting to note that in thesenon-linear dynamos,despite the strong cyclicity, all phase
information of the cycle is gradually lost, in particular in the periodsof reducedactivity this processis
ratherquick. Thereforeit is impossibleto predictexactly the long term behaviourof the dynamo,only
featuresas the basic periodicity andthe durationof irregularities maybe predicted.

A surprisingandfascinatingapplicationof the resultsof non-lineardynamicsis in the studyof ideal
MHD equilibria. Tsinganos,Distler and Rosner [106] have recently explored the formal analogy
betweenthe topology of the magneticlines of force in coordinatespaceand the topology of integral
surfacesof one- andtwo-dimensionalHamiltoniansin phasespace.They found that the Kolmogorov,
Arnold and Moser (KAM) theorem,predicting stochasticparticle trajectoriesin certainpartsof phase
space,applies here. The KAM theorem has not been discussedin this review, but see for example
Helleman[82]for an extensivediscussionor Arnold’s book [107].

In magneticfield dominatedastrophysicalplasmas,such as the solar corona, the force balancefor
magnetostaticequilibrium is given by

Vp=—~-(VxB)xB (4.5.23)41T
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V~B=0. (4.5.24)

In manyastrophysicalapplicationsthe gradientof the gaspressure(Vp) is negligible comparedwith the
Lorentz force and the governingequationsreduce to that of force-freefields that were discussedin
section2.2 in the context of solar flares.Here the moregeneralcasedescribedby the equationsabove
will be considered.

Tsinganoset al. notethat all availableexactnon-singularsolutionsof thesystem(4.5.23)and(4.5.24)
haveat least one ignorablecoordinate,that is, for eachequilibrium statethereexists a generalised
orthogonalcoordinatesystem(x1, x2, x3) such that 8/Ox3 is zeroeverywhere.(However, it hasnot been
provenyet, that this spatialsymmetryis a necessaryconditionfor equilibrium.) Magnetostaticequilibria
with this spatial symmetry are characterizedby two-dimensionalflux surfacesA(x1, x2) in three-
dimensionalconfiguration spaceon which the plasma pressureand the twist of the field lines are
constant.It was shown by Kruskal and Kulsrud [108] that the only physically realizabletopology for
theseflux surfacesis that of nested tori, on which the electric current and the plasma pressureare
constants.The magneticfield can be expressedin termsof the flux function as

1 OA —1 OAt f(A)

— ~h2h38x2’h1h38x1’h3 - .

with h, the line elementalong the unit vector 1, andf(A) the field line ‘twist’. Note that this field
satisfiesthe continuityequation(4.5.24)identically.

Tsinganoset al. now constructa one-dimensionalHamiltonian

H(q, p) = A(x1,x2) (4.5.26)

with time parameter

t=f(A) J ~~—dx3 (4.5.27)

A = constant

which hasthe propertiesthat theLagrangianequationof motion for this Hamiltonian is the momentum
equation(4.5.23) and that the Hamiltonian equationsare the generatingequationsfor the field lines.
Evidentlyaflux surfacecoincideswith anenergysurfacefor the Hamiltonian(4.5.26)andfurthera field
line is strictly equivalentto aparticle trajectoryfor the Hamiltonianin p,q,t-space.

The existenceof flux surfacesis essentialin the derivationof this one-dimensionalHamiltonian. If
for some perturbationthere exist no new neighbouringflux surfacesat all, the equivalencewith a
one-dimensionalHamiltonian system ceasesto exist. Therefore Tsinganoset al. use a procedure
prescribedby Goldstein [109] to introduce a two-dimensionalHamiltonian which may describethe
magnetostaticequilibrium after suchperturbations.

The idea is to treatthe time in the one-dimensionalHamiltonian (4.5.26)as an additionalcoordinate:
q2 = t. For that purposethe trajectoriesin phasespaceare markedwith a parameter0 — for instance
giving the arclengthalong the trajectory—which servesas the new independentvariable. It can be
proven(seeGoldstein[109]p. 358) that the momentumconjugateto q2 is then given by

P2= —H(q1,p~) (4.5.28)
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and the new HamiltonianHt2~is:

H~2~(q
1,q2, Pt, P2) = ~2{H(1)(qt PS) + P2}. (4.5.29)

This Hamiltoniancontainsthe derivativeof the function t(O), namelydq2/dO — which hasto be specified
in advance—andis by constructionindependentof q2 and 0. This two-dimensionalHamiltonian has to
be consideredin a formal way: the Hamiltonian equationsof this system may be identified with the
generatingequations of the field lines, but it must be ignored that the Hamiltonian H~

2~is by
constructionidentically zero.

The—formal—Hamiltonian(4.5.29) is independentof 0 andq
2 andis thereforeconservativeandhas

onecyclic coordinate.Consequentlythe solutionsof this systemlie on two-dimensionalintegralsurfaces
in the four-dimensionalphasespace. The integral surfacesof H~

2~correspondto the flux surfaces
A(x

1, x2) is constant.
This leadsto the importantconclusionthat every non-singularstationarymagnetostaticequilibrium

with at least one ignorable coordinatecorrespondsto an integrable two-dimensionalHamiltonian
system. In particularevery field line correspondsto a particle trajectory.The incompressibilityof the
streamlines in phasespacecorrespondsdirectly to the continuity of the field lines (V - B = 0).

Using the formal equivalencedescribedaboveTsinganoset al. considerthe questionwhat happens
when the symmetricmagnetostaticequilibria are subject to perturbationslacking any symmetry.The
equivalentproblemfor dynamicalsystemsis studiedby consideringaperturbedHamiltonian system

H~
21= ~ + EHY~, (4.5.30)

where~ is the original integrableHamiltonian describingthe symmetricmagnetostaticequilibrium,
~ is an arbitrary non-integrableHamiltonian and El is a small but not necessarilyinfinitesimal
number.

The celebratedKAM theorem([82] and[1071)statesthat afinite measureof the integralsurfacesof
the original Hamiltonian is destroyedby the perturbation.This meansthat for certainvalues of the
original flux parameterA(xi, x

2) the field lines no longer remain on the two-dimensionalsurface
determinedby A(xi, x2). As the flux surfacesno longer exist in certainregionsthe isobaricsurfacesfor
the plasmapressurealso ceaseto exist, since the two coincide by the assumptionof magnetostatic
equilibrium. However, sincethe pressuregradient is by definition a conservativeforce it mustpossess
isolaric surfacesand this conflicting demandleadsto the conclusionthat therecannotbe any longer
force balanceeverywhereandthereforethat magnetostaticequilibrium ceasesto exist.

This results in continuousmotions in plasmas that are asymmetricallyperturbed and enhanced
dissipationas the magneticfield tries to regain its symmetricalequilibrium. Thus Parker’sresult [110]
that magnetostaticequilibria are unstableagainst arbitraryinfinitesimal perturbationsis confirmed and
extendedto the domainof finite perturbations.Also it is shownthat the intimate connectionbetween
magnetic fields and ‘activity’ in astrophysicalplasmas may be quite fundamentalas was already
conjecturedby Parker[102].

A final exampleof the useof non-lineardynamicsin astronomyis that of stochasticion acceleration
by plasmawaves,which is a plausiblemechanismfor secondstageion accelerationin solar flares, see
Varvoglis and Papadopoulos[111]. Varvoglis has recently describedthe theoretical basis of this
phenomenon[112].Heconsidersatestionmovingin thefield of alinearlypolarizedmagnetosonicwaveof
the form
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B1 = —~ B~cos(k1x+ k11z — wt)1+ B~cos(k±x+ k1~z— uit)2 (4.5.31)

with k~1andk.L denotingrespectivelythecomponentof the wave vectork parallelandperpendicularto
the backgroundmagneticfield B0~.The equationsof motion of the test ions under the combined
influenceof the plasmawaveandthe backgroundfield can be written in the Hamilton form, with the
Hamiltonian

1 / q \2
H=—(P——A) (4.5.32)

2m\ c /

whereA denotesthevectorpotentialof the totalmagneticfield B0 + B1 andq andm the chargeandthe
massof the test ion. Choosingan appropriategaugethe vectorpotentialmaybe written as

A = A~9= .~{xBo+ sin(k1x+ k11z — uit)}. (4.5.33)

This leadsdirectly to aform of the Hamiltonianto which ‘standard’ non-lineartheory is applicable

H = H0 + eH1+ E
2H

2 (4.5.34)

with e beinga measurefor the amplitudeof the plasmawave

k.LB1

~ (4.5.35)

It is easilyverified that in the zero-orderHamiltoniany andz are cyclic coordinatesandthereforethat
P~,andP~are conservedquantities.Consequentlythesolutionsof theequationwhenprojectedontothe
x,P~-planeperform rotations on circles, the radiusof the circle being the conservedenergyof the
motion (seefig. 4.11).

X—~- E<CT~ X—’- £~CTHR X~’

Fig. 4.11. Schematicdrawing of thesolutionsof the Hamiltonian systemeq. (4.5.34),asa function of thedimensionlesswaveamplitude e. a) represents
the projection of the solutions for e<es,, in the x,P~-plane:the results are circles around the origin. b) representssolutionsfor r just above the
threshold value. The dots in the chaotic annulus representthe intersection of onetrajectory with thex,P~-plane.The drawn curvesalso represent the
intersections of one trajectory with the plane: the dots are so close together that a regular curve appears. c) the solutions for e well above the
threshold value: the original chaotic annulus has grown and a new chaotic annulus has appeared.
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For El > 0, y remainsa cyclic coordinateandP~remainsconserved.The motion of the test ion is
thereforerestrictedto a four-dimensionalphasespace(x, z, P~,Pr). A transformationto the wave frame
(z’ z — (w/k11)t and P~= P~— mw/k11) eliminates the explicit time dependenceof the Hamiltonian.
Therefore the energy of the test ion in the wave frame is constant.This restricts its motion to a
three-dimensionalsubspaceof the four-dimensionalconfigurationspace,labelled by the value of the
energyof the particle. I stressherethat the conservationof energyin the wave frame doesnot imply
conservationof energyin the plasmaframe; on the contrary,the rapid loss of energyof the wave to the
ions is the mostsalient result of this analysis.

As was mentionedabovethere exists a secondintegral of motion for the zero-orderHamiltonian,
which restricts the motion to two-dimensionaltori in the four-dimensionalconfigurationspace.The
crosssectionsof thesetori with the x,P~-planeare the solution curves of fig. 4.IIa. When El increases
from zero the solutions first remain restrictedto two-dimensionaltori, which are slightly deformed
versionsof the original ones,but as El surpassesa certainthresholdoneof the tori is destroyedandthe
correspondingorbitswanderstochasticallyin its neighbourhood.In the x,P~-planea chaoticannulushas
originated, with each dot indicating an intersectionof a particle trajectory with the plane (see fig.
4.llh). Outside this annulus the orbits remain regular. As t~ increasesfurther the chaotic annulus
spreads— mainly outwards— andnew chaoticannuli emergeoutsidethe first one.A further increasein t~

causesthe annuli to spreadand finally mergewith the original one, while more annuli are created
outsideit. Thus the chaoticpart of phasespacegrowslarger andlarger.

This behaviouris clearly analogousto the origin of chaoticbehaviourin the similar Hénon—Heiles
system(section4.4). It is different,however,in the detailedevolutionof the chaoticpartsof phasespace
as El increases.This is typical for non-linearHamiltonian systemsof thesetypes: thereare strongoverall
patternswith regardto the origin of chaos,but the detailsof the evolutiondiffer considerably.

The astronomical application of the chaotic test ion trajectoriesas a result of particle wave
interaction is that it is a very efficient mechanismfor acceleratingions and consequentlyalso for
damping waves.Considera test ion with low energyoriginally gyrating undisturbedin the magnetic
field. Supposenow that a plasmawave passesof sufficiently high amplitudeandthat the particle’sorig-
inal orbit is within the chaoticannulus,neartheinner boundary.The numericalresultsof Varvoglis[112]
show that such a particle may wander stochasticallyto the outer radiusof the annulusin only a few
gyration times. For El = 0.4 Varvoglis thus found a thousandfoldincreasein the energyof the ion in
those few gyration times! This is truly a strong acceleration.If the energydistribution of a sampleof
ions is such that most of the ions have an energycomparableto that which correspondsto the inner
boundaryof the annulus,very strong heating and very strong dampingof the plasma wavesresult.
Detailed applicationof this mechanismto the solar coronal settingis now under considerationseefor
example[111].

In conclusionof this section I will speculateabout the possibilitiesfor chaoticbehaviourin stellar
winds. Thereis a small hint on this possibility in the work of Hearn,Kuin andMartens[47],discussedin
section3.4.

It might be that the relaxationoscillation found in this paperis the first of a sequenceof period
doubling bifurcations:a Feigenbaumsequence(seesection4.2). Largescalestochasticbehaviouris then
expectedat thepoint of convergenceof the period doubling sequence.Thereforeit will be interestingto
increasethe value of the forcing parameter— the acousticflux in this case— andseewhetherandwherea
secondbifurcation occurs.Using the universalityof the Feigenbaumsequenceonemay thenpredictthe
valueof the forcing parameterat which largescalechaossetsin. This is importantbecausewithout this
generalidea numericalsolutionsexhibiting chaoticbehaviourwould probably be attributedto deficien-
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cies in the computerprogramandbe disregarded.The observationsdiscussedin the paperof Hearnet
al. do suggestchaoticbehaviourand the gasdynamicequationsthat describestellarcoronaeandwinds
areindeedvery similar to the usualhydrodynamicequationsfor which chaoticsolutionsare known to
exist.The major differencebetweenthe two setsof equationsis that thestellarwind equationsexplicitly
allow for a densitystratification,but thisis an additionalcomplexity, which presumablyonly makesthe
solutionsmorecomplexin behaviouranddoesnot destroythe possibilitiesalreadyexistent.

5. Conclusions

Catastrophes,bifurcations and strangeattractorsare all intrinsically relatedwith non-linearities.
Lineardifferential equationsmaybe solvedanalyticallyand thereforethe motion of particlesin phase
spaceis on well definedcurves.That this is not always the casein non-linearsystemsis a discoveryof
great importancethat hasmajor implications for our view on physics.It goes againstmost people’s
intuition to think that there are processesthat are completely deterministic and yet intrinsically
unpredictablein the long run. The inability to makelong run accuratepredictionsfor everyday matters
such as the weather or the economy is usually ascribed to inadequatecomputer facilities (in
meteorology)or inadequatetheoreticalfoundationsfor such computations(in economy).Yet, simple
mathematicalmodels, such as the ones in this paper, show that unpredictability may have more
profoundreasons.The key is sensitivity to initial data, a phenomenonthat can beat any computer. I
will givea final verysimple exampleof this, dueto Lauwerier[1131,to convinceeven the mostreluctant
computerfanatic. Considerthe following procedure,which anyonecan programon a computer:

1. Startwith an arbitrarynumberbetweenzeroandone.
2. Multiply this numberby two and subtractoneif the result is largerthanunity. (The result is again

smallerthan unity.)
3. Repeatthis procedureon the outcome.
4. And sonon...

In the computer’s‘mind’ a numberlooks like asequenceof zerosandones:0.110. . . - 010,whateverthe
numberof digits is that the computercanhandle.Multiplication by two in this notationjust meansthat
every digit shifts one position to the left, so the result is 1.10... - 010? It dependson the specific
computerthat is usedwhetherthe last digit is a zero or a one andprobably this numberis arbitrary.
After only a few iterations,exactly as manyas the numberof digits that the computercan handle,the
resultof the iterationhasbecometotally unpredictablefrom the initial value. Yet from oneiterationto
the nextthe result is very accurate.No matterhow good the computeris, it cannotpredictthe resulton
the long run.

The apparentparadoxof deterministicequationswith unpredictableoutcomesmaybebestexplained
in generalwith the conceptdeterminability introducedby Born in 1955 [114](seealso Rabinovich[76]
for a discussion).In physicalexperiments,dueto the always limited precisionof measurementsandin
numericalsimulations,dueto the finite precisionof any computer,an initial stateof a certainsystemis
alwaysdeterminedwithin a possiblyvery small, but always finite, uncertaintys.

Now the deterministicnatureof the evolutionequationsof a given systemtells us that for any given
initial value X(t0) — X mayrepresenta number,a vector,a function, or setsof these— thereis a unique
solution,or trajectory in phasespace.In orderwords:thereis a one-to-onetransformationX(t0)—~X(t)
for any t> t0, alsofor t —* °~.In view of the finite uncertaintyin any experimentor computationthe
deterministicnature of the evolution equationsmeansthat after taking the limit El ~. 0 — and thus
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determiningthe initial stateexactly— one may predict the stateof the systemat any time andtherefore
takethe limit t—~*~.

The prevalentintuitive notion on deterministicsystemsis that theselimits may be reversed,i.e. first
takethe limit ~—~ cc then El ~ 0 andthus find the final stateof the system.This is alsothe only possibility
in actualexperimentsbecausetaking thelimit El ~ 0 is impossibleandthereforemustbepostponedto the
endof the measurementor the calculation.Implicitly it is thenassumedthat trajectoriesthat startwithin
someEl-neighbourhoodof the ‘real’ initial value will stay close to the trajectory of the ‘real’ solution.
Sensitivity to initial data meansthat this assumptionis not correct:the trajectoriesemanatingfrom any
El-neighbourhood,howeversmall, alwaysdivergeandendup atfinite distances.In thedissipativecasethey
outlineastrangeattractorafter sometime (seefig. 4.5). In the non-dissipativecasetheymayfill thewhole
phasespace.

In Born’s terminology the outcomesof the evolution equationare determinable when the limiting
proceduresEl ~ 0 followed by t—*~may be reversed,and undeterminable when the limits may not be
reversed.

In my view the intuitive difficulty that many people have in accepting deterministic evolution
equationsand unpredictableoutcomesstemsfrom the heavyemphasis— not to sayindoctrination— put
on exactly solvableproblemsin almost all (under) graduatecoursesin mathematicsand physics. This
emphasis,althoughunderstandableandalmostunavoidablein the pre-computerera,neednot persistin
this time. Anyone can solve the ‘logistic’ equation (section 3.2) on a pocket-calculatorand any
undergraduatestudentcan solve the Lorenz system(section 3.3) as an exercise in computerprogram-
ming. I think it will changetheir intuitive notions.

The idea of non-determinabilityof outcomesof deterministicevolution equationsmay evenhave
interestingconsequencesfor mattersoutsidethe physicalsciences.Capitalist andMarxist ideologiestell
us that the laws of the free-marketeconomyand the laws of history lead inevitably to an optimally
functioningeconomyand societyor to the installationof socialismas the ultimate political/economical
systemrespectively.Apart from theissueof the validity of theselaws the possibilitycould be considered
that the knowledge of the laws that govern the evolution of the society may not lead to substantial
predictivepoweron the evolutionof society! Justas the knowledgeof the equationsof hydrodynamics
does not permit meteorologiststo predict weatherfor more than a week in advance,no matter how
precise their data are on the initial stateof the atmosphere.For systemslike the earthsatmosphere,
scientific researchcannot go further than forecastingaverages(e.g. July is warmer than January)or
specific patterns(e.g. the alternationof cyclonesandanti-cyclones),but the detailedlong term evolution
of thesesystemsis unforseeable.

The applicationof the methodsof non-lineardynamicsin astronomyis still in a pioneeringphase,
exceptfrom the field of stellardynamicswhich even led the way in the genesisof non-lineardynamics.
However, I do not doubt that astronomyis a potentially very rich sourceof problemsthat are tractable
with the theory outlined in this review. The use of non-linear methodsand their results in other
disciplinesmay thereforebe a stimulus for astronomicalresearch.This review hasbeenan attempt to
contributeto thispurpose.
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